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Students
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job search
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ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

This year the Student Government Association (SGA) covered
what used to be an entire week-,
long, summertime orientation into
one intense, nine-hour introduction on Sunday afternoon. The
change was made because of last
year 's amendment to the SGA
constitution moving dorm president elections to the fall. "I didn 't
know what to expect as a first
year dorm president, and I had
heard that the meetings sometimes get a little chaotic, but I
thought Sunday went really well
and set a great standard for how
the rest of the year will hopefully
go," Treworgy President Shreya
Balakrishna '12 said.
SGA members began orientation at noon in the Millet House,
learning and reviewing their
general responsibilities—what
their roles are as dorm/class
presidents , what their roles are
both in SGA and as leaders on
campus—as well as more technical aspects of the job , like how
to write and introduce a movement and proper meeting etiquette. Representatives then
went through the Campus Culture Working Group (CCWG)
report , held a mock meeting, and
enjoyed a kickoff dinner.
The main event of the day,
SGA's first formal meeting of the
year, finally started at 7 p.m. in the
Schair-Swenson-Watson Alumni
Center (SSW Alumni Center). The
hot topic of the meeting was, appropriately, one of the hottest topics among students on campus and
on the digest of civil discourse this
semester: the CCWG-proposed
"ban" on hard alcohol and other
changes to the alcohol policies.
The CCWG report was introduced by special guests Mavrick
Afonso '11 , a representative of
the CCWG , and Vice President
and Dean of Student Affairs Jim
Terhune. Afonso gave a brief introduction of his role on CCWG
as a student representative , a
role in which he says, "we [students] were very vocal about
every issue." An hour-long discussion ensued , in which Publicity Chair and acting scribe ,
Ricky Schwartz '11 , typed over
nine pages of notes.
See SGA, Page 2
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Newstate law targetsdistracted
driversto makeMaineroads safer
-

By ALEX MURRY
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Drivers beware: the carefree
days of texting, talking, eating
and reading at the wheel are over.
As of September 12, Maine has
joined the 21 other forward-moving states that have deemed some
form of distracting driving illegal.
What makes it different though, is
that Maine, unlike the others, has
not only set limits on cell phone
use—the most commonly outlawed distraction—Maine has
also included many other activities under the new law. Among
them are watching TV or videos,
brushing teeth and even curling
one's hair. As the author of the
law, Maine State Senator Bill Diamond told Capitol News Service, "We cannot focus on just cell
phones, people are doing all sorts
of things."
And, if you think that people
eating entire meals and reading
newspapers while on the highway
are rare occurrences, think again.
Diamond
was
reportedly
prompted to enforce a distracted

driving Jaw after witnessing someone going through turnpike toll
booths and watching Gilmore
Girls episodes on her laptop at the
same time.
Similarly, Sergeant Jeff Bearce
of the Waterville Police remembers once encountering "a young
lady putting on eye makeup."Apparently, common sense is not as
universal as one would think, as
people seem to be taking everyday safety for granted.
As reported in The Boston
Globe, Lieutenant Chris Grotton,
one of the key developers of the
law, said, "Roughly 12,000
crashes in Maine each year—
about a third of the total crashes in
the state—stem from some kind of
driver distraction."
Cell phone use—texting, calling and, now, email-checking—is
still the main culprit of this statistic, thus prompting California,
Connecticut, New Jersey, New
York, Oregon and Washington to
ban the use of hand-held mobile
devices. No state has banned the
use of phones completely, though,
with most allowing hands-free

'
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Texting while driving is now an illegal activity on Maine roads.
methods, such as Bluetooth or
headsets. Eighteen other states,
such as Alaska, California,
Louisiana and Minnesota, have
outlawed text messaging while
driving. Few states, however,
treat cell phone use as a part of a
larger distracted driving issue like
Maine does.
Now, if caught on the road

doing anything but concentrating
on the task at hand—driving—
Maine drivers are eligible for a
fine ofup to $500.
So, play it safe. Maine legislature has decided to crack down on
all forms of distracted driving, and
will enforce the new law on any
person they see multi-asking in the
driver *s seat.

As September drew to a close
last week, it brought with it noticeable changes on the Hill. Students walked more briskly to class
and traded T-shirts for sweaters
and sweatshirts. The leaves began
to show their red and yellow hues
more brilliantly and, as midterms
began, the library cubicles filled
with students and there was no
longer any use in denying that the
academic year was in full swing.
However, some changes this fall
were less visible. Unemployment
across the country continued its relentless rise, further exacerbating
a shift in the mentality of the senior class as students begin to make
plans for next year.
As reported by The Chicago
Tribune, the unemployment rate
rose to 9.8 percent in September,
marking a 26 year high. The number reflects a total net loss of
263,000 jobs over the course of
the month, adding to concerns that
the economy is not yet recovering
from the recession. In addition to
that number, millions of Americans were forced to work parttime due either to employers
scalingback hours or to the lack of
available full-time jobs.
Due to lasting effects of the recession, recent graduates and seniors preparing to enter the
workforce are faced with a stark
picture. Nevertheless, according to
the Colby College Career Center,
the difficult market is by no means
a cause for despair. "The main message I would give to seniors is to
stay aggressive," Roger Woolsey,
director of the Colby Career Center, said.According to Woolsey,the
difficult market does not mean that
there are no jobs to be had, but it
does mean that it takes more work
to find employment. "Understand
the market in relation to the work
that needs to be done in a typical
job search," he said.
The Career Center offers a variety of workshops exclusively for
seniors ranging in topics from career exploration to resume building, and to the importance of
pursuing advanced degrees in professional and graduate schools.
They also offer a job fair and interviewing day as part of the Liberal Arts Recruiting Consortium
See CAREERS, Page 3
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Julia Essenburg '11 on her horse Africa (left) and Charlotte Olena '12 on Nick (rig ht) ride at an Equestrian team fundraiser.

PoliticalProfile: OlympiaSnowe

Republican
senator
outspoken in
healthcare debate

tense lobbying efforts by
organized labor in Maine,
Democratic Senators and
even the President himself.
Snowe's prominence in
the healthcare bill debate is
not surprising given her
By SAM SELUB
centrist leanings. A RepubCONTRIBUTING WRITER
lican , Snowe has taken positions opposed to her
President Barack Obama's drive party's, especially on social
to overhaul the nation 's healthcare
issues, such as choice for
system moved another step closer abortion and gay rights.
to fruition on Friday, October 2, Her stands have given her
when the Senate Finance Commit- immense popularity at
tee concluded its debate on the home; she was re-elected
plan fashioned by the panel's with 73.9 percent of the
chairman . Senator Max Baucus. vote in 2006. However, it
The committee is expected to vote has brought her the scom of
on and approve its bill this week some conservatives who
after it receives cost
label her as a
estimates from the
Republican
Congress ional
in Name Only Senator Snowe will visit the Hill on Friday. October 16. Snowe is one of
Budget
(RINO). Not the only Republican senators who may support healthcare reform.
Office.
Maine's
Senator
surprisingly.
Olympia Snowe is
Snowe brushes aside publicl y praised Obama, saying he surer, the so-called public option,
one of the Gang of
such criticism: "I was "flexible.. .willing to lis- is one she has vigorously opSix who tried, and
haven 't changed as ten .. .and more moderate than lib- posed. Many Republicans view
ultimatel y failed, to
a Republican. 1 eral." Her comments, along with the public option as a step towards a single-payer program run
forge a bipartisan
think more that my Obama 's more aggressive public
healthcare reform
party has changed," relations campaign, may have by the federal government and see
it as leading to socialized mediaccording to the been influential in restoring the
package, emerged
cine. Proponents of the governmomentum for reform.
as a key player in
New York Times.
However much Snowe has ment option say it would bring
This past sumthe debate.
mer when the car- been publicly supportive of competition to the marketplace
As one of only
and offer Americans more affordn i v a I - I i k e Obama , her praise for him has not
two
Republican
Senators who apatmosphere of the necessarily translated into support able cover ge. Snowe has atpears inclined to
debate was at its for his specific proposals. She has tacked it as divisive since no
height and right opposed some of the key parts of Republicans support it , but has
support
Obama 's
healthcare reforms
wing talk show the Baucus bill and was instru- left the door open to a public op(Maine 's Senator
hosts were talking mental in modifying others to her tion that would be triggered if priSusan Collins is the other), Senator about government death panels satisfaction. Obama 's wish for a vate companies did not provide
Snowe has been the object of inand socialized medicine, Snowe government-backed health in- affordable options.
One of the key elements of all
five healthcare bills is the provision of health insurance coverage
for the uninsured. Both the House
and Senate bills would require all
Americans to purchase insurance,
Rouse called the report "a power- tative from Security to come to the
From SGA , Page 1
with penalties for those who do
next formal meeting, as most
ful tool to start change at Colby. "
not and subsidies for those who
While Terhune commended stu- members of the SGA and the stucannot afford it. Snowe was indent body as a whole still don 't toWhile the general sentiment of
dents for discussing the proposed
strumental in reducing the penalty
limit on hard alcohol , he said. "A tall y understand the change in
the representatives was an acceptfrom $1900 to $800 and lengthensecurity
protocol.
Terhune
ance of the recommendations number of people who have been
ing the phase-in from 2014 to
(SGA has no authority to approve
commenting on the di gest haven 't summed it up: "When security is
2017. She also helped modify the
responding to situations, it should
or disapprove the report , only an
actuall y read the document."
proposed tax on "Cadillac" health
opportunity lo offer its opinion to
Recently elected Class of 2013 be because the situations are alinsurance policies. The committee
the Board of Trustees), everyone President Lester Batiste said , "I ready calling attention to themchanged the threshold for taxation
selves... we don 't want [Security]
agreed that this is merely a first don 't have anything to compare it
off
the
impression
of
'lurkto
premiums greater than $21,000
step in the effort to reform campus to as this is my first semester of to give
and further raised the exemption
ing in the shadows.*"
culture, mandated by the Board
college, but one thing that did
The Board of Trustees review
to $26,000 for retirees and people
after the Champaign on the Steps shock me was the statistic of two
in high-risk occupations.
senior celebration was terminated to three alcohol related incidents the CCWG's recommendations
As the only Republican to
in 2008. CCWG representatives per weekend, and I think in that re- for approval later this semester.
work constructively with the marepeated phrases such as "oppor- gard we have some steps to take. Afonso supports his group's docutunity" and "a step in the ri ght di- To get that number down would be ment and its mission full y. "We jority Democrats on her commithave a lot more going for us in this
tee, Snowe was able to effectivel y
rection " dozens of times, and a big improvement."
change some of the bill's most
Class of 2012 President Justin
SGA hopes to bring a represen- community than alcohol," he said.
important parts. The next hurdle
for the Democrats to overcome is
reconciling the Finance Committee's bill with those passed by the
Senate Health Committee and
three separate healthcare reform
packages passed by House committees in August. During this
phase, Snowe is likel y to have little or no input, as the Democrats
do not appear to be willing to
give the Republicans any role to
play after their near-unanimous
rejection of Obama 's efforts to reform the healthcare system. The
last opportunity for Senator
Snowe to p lay a role in the
healthcare debate may come
when the final bill comes to the
floor of the Senate and she will
COURTESY OF OlIVER PASTAN
have to decide if she votes with
The student government held their first official meeting of the year in the SSW Alumni Center on
her party or votes for reform.
Sunday. October 4 after a full day of orientation activities in the Millet House.

Obama's
wish for a
government
backed
health insurer,
the so-called
public option,
is one
she has
vigorously
opposed.

Sunday marked f irstSGA meeting
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news briefs

Prof essor, alumni win econ award
Economics professor Randy Nelson and two alumni, Richard
Cohen '00 and Frederik Rasmussen '03, won the 2007-08 Eckstein Prize for their article, "An Analysis of Pricing Strategy and
Price Dispersion on the Internet" September 25. The article first
appeared in the Eastern Economic Journal in 2007.
The article, which Cohen wrote as his honors thesis, explored
price discrepancies for products such as watches, books and electronics among various Internet companies.
"There's this theory in economics that if markets are competitive, all firms should be forced to charge the same price," Nelson
said. "But if it's expensive and time consuming to find out what
everyone charges, then firms can get away with different prices."
Nelson, Cohen and Rasmussen used the Internet tool ShopBot
to comparethe costs of several goods and in return found sizeable
prices differences.
"For good, after good, after good, we just kept on finding significant price differences over products. You have to wonder how
the high price sellers stay in business if you can find a low price
-manufacturer so quickly," Nelson said.
Nelson and the two students considered factors such as shipping cost as an explanation for the price discrepancies, but found
little evidence to support their claim.
"Basically we found that prices that are changed for the same
goods on the internet are markedly different, and no one has an
explanation why," he said.
The award, named after economist Otto Eckstein , recognizes
the best article published in the Eastern Economic Journal every
other year. Nelson, Cohen and Rasmussen will receive a plaque
and a cash award at a ceremony in Philadelphia Febuary 2010.
Nelson said the e-mail notification he received after winning
the award took him by surprise.
"I thought it was a scam email, that 's why I read it," he said. "I
wasn't familiar with [the award]."
Nelson continues to engage in research with his current students
and haspublished eight papers with student co-authors. Since leaving Mayflower Hill, Cohen received a Masters degree in real estate finance from New York University and now works for
Buckingam Properties. Rasmussen, a Harvard Business School
graduate, currently works for an Internet company in Boston.
While the process of publishing the article required over a
year's worth of research and analysis, Nelson is pleased with the
overall experience.
"It's great for the students and I couldn 't be happier," he said.
"They learn a lot, I enjoy working with them and I think it's great
for Colby to get the recognition."
- Sarah Lyon, Contributing Writer

Trade Center sponsors mission
The Maine International Trade Center (MITC) sponsored the
Maine Gubernatorial Renewable Energy Mission to Europe, from
September 19-26. The goal of the MITC, and their reason for
sponsoring this trade mission, is to expand Maine 's economy by
helping to increase international trade among Maine businesses.
The gubernatorial trade mission brought representatives from participating Maine businesses to Spain and Germany in order to
arrange individual business meetings with foreign contacts, establish critical networking opportunities, and participate in such
activities as touring a turbine manufacturer and attending a wind
power trade show.
The MITC has been very successful in establishing connections
between Maine businesses and foreign firms. It provides a support
system for small and medium sized Maine businesses looking to establish international contacts and business opportunities by providing them with technical assistance, trade counseling, the ability
to participate on trade missions such as the gubernatorial mission
and providing seminars to teach businesses about local and foreign
trade policies.
- Laura Eaton, News Staff

H1N1 vaccines arrive in Maine
The first shipments of vaccine for the H I N l virus, commonly
known as the swine flu, began arriving in Maine on Monday, October 5. Vaccines come in the form of nasal spray and have been
sent first to pediatric providers.
While the seasonal flu puts persons 50 years and older at the
greatest risk for complications, H1N1 puts different populations at
most risk. Priority for the H IN 1 vaccine will go first to health workers and then to pregnant women, caregivers for young children and
people 24 years of age and younger. Anyone with a serious health
risk condition will be given priority for the vaccine.
According to state health officials, only a small number of vaccines—less than 8,700—have arrived thus far, according the Portland PressHerald. No large-scale shipments are expected in Maine
until November.
As the vaccination has become available across the nation, concerns over its safety have simultaneousl y been raised. The U.S.
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention has emphasized that
no serious side effects have yet been reported. "The H1N1 pandemic flu vaccine is made exactly the same way by the same manufacturers with the same processing, the same materials, as we
make the seasonal flu vaccine, which has an extraordinarily good
safety record ," Dr. Anthony Fauci, director of the National Institute of Allergies and Infectious Disease, said, according to a report
by National Public Radio (NPR).
-Anna Kelemen,
Senior News and Features Editor

ECHO EXCLUSIVE: Q&A

Campus officials talk about security policy

Editor-in-Chief Elisabeth Ponsot
asks about changes in policy
The content of the following interview was based on questions
asked by students and compiled by
the Echo. The f irst section takes
on common misconceptions about
security policy and practice in a
true orfalseformat.
Answers to these questions, as
well as the questions that follow.
come f r o m Vice President of Student Affairs and Dean of Students
Jim Terhune, Director of Security
Pete Chenevert and Student Government Association President
Jake Fischer 10.

Jim: First of all , there are certain circumstances where people
can register parties in common
areas. Outside on campus you
can 't have an open container except in the context of a registered
event in a prescribed area. Internally, you 're not supposed to have
open containers, though for students who are of age, there is this
"in transit" exception here . So
students who are 21 can carry an
open container from point A to
point B [within the same residence hall]

There Is a point system at
Colby College In which a student accumulates points per
Infraction on campus.

Security officers at the College no longer wear tape
recorders to record their Interactions with students.

Jim: True. It is a narrowly defined point system that focuses
strictly on alcohol offenses. It has
been in place for [a few years] and
during that time, no student has
ever accumulated enough points
to [face expulsion].

Pete: False, we do still carry
and use tape recorders.

Security officers are no
longer making "rounds" In residence halls. They will only
enter residence halls If called
by a Community Advisor (CA),
Pete: True and false. We still
make regular rounds, true, Sunday
through Wednesday. But on the
weekends, Friday and Saturday
especially, the officers are primarily checking on catered and special events that are going on
around campus. Unless there is a
problem, of course. One of the
things that I' ve heard [students
think] is that officers will onl y
come to residence halls if a CA
calls, and that 's false. As always,
anybod y can call Security and
we'll respond to them.
Students who are of age to
drink may do so In public areas
like common rooms or hallways.

Security officers Involved
with the Incidents of April 12
are [all] still employed by the
College.
Jim: False, but we don 't discuss personnel matters.
Moving
on
from
the
true/false questions, how
would you characterize the relationship between students
and Security following the
events of April 12?
Jake: I' ve said it before and
I'll say it again: I think Security
is one of the most student (for
lack of a better word) "friendly "
organizations on this campus. I'd
say that they reall y care about
every interaction that happens
between security and students.
They want it to be the best it can
be so that they can do their jobs
most effectively.
Pete: I think we try to be very
service oriented and we try to do a
lot of things that other departments don 't do because we want

to interact with students besides
just when there 's a problem. And I
think we do a pretty good job at it,
but I think that we still need to
work on it. I'm hoping that the relationship will always get better,
but there are also some times that
officers have to respond in students ' best interests, even if students * don 't want them to. So if
that means making sure someone
gets to the hospital even if they
don 't want to go, we're in a tough
place and sometimes folks resent
it, but believe it or not we're only
doing it because we care about
students and we want them to get
the help they need.
I'd like to talk briefly about
the role of Watervllle PD on
campus. Does Watervllle PD
ever come on campus without
being called?
Pete: Usually they are called to
campus, but sometimes they 'll
come to issue a summons or
something like that and what
they 'll end up doing is come on
campus, but they let us know that
they 're coming.
Under what circumstances
might security officers call Watervllle PD to campus?
Pete: One of the big [reasons
that Waterville PD would be
called to campus] is because of
trouble in the parking lots, like an
off-campus person breaking into
vehicles or something, we'd call
Waterville PD for back-up since
we're not police. We'll also call
them for issues of trespassing.
We've had trespassers on campus
before trying to steal things, and
under those circumstances we'll
call PD to campus.
Jake, as SGA President one
of your Implicit roles Is to be
the liaison between students
and the administration. Do you
also see your role as expanded
to also be the liaison between
students and security?

Award - winning science fiction authors

Sharon Lee & Steve Miller

Jake: Absolutely. We've assembled the Student-Security advisory
committee again and I will certainly be part of the process to plan
student-securityevents. I meet with
both Jim and Pete fairly often and
am able to relay to them students'
concerns on a regular basis.
CHARLOTTE WILDER/THE COLBY ECHO

Open to both Jim and Pete:
what have you seen In terms of
dorm damage this year?
More? Less? Aboutthe same?
Where do the problems seem
to be concentrated?
Jim: My sense is that it's been
a pretty good start for this year,
there have been a couple of instances where there was really significant damage, but the most
significant of those the person actually came forward and took responsibility. So that is really what
we would hope for, that when
there is damage, that people would
come forward and take responsibility for their actions. I don 't
think its been dramatically different from past years, and my sense
is that it 's been better.
Pete: I'll tell you what concerns
me, and that's true of this year like
any other year, which is the
amount of pulled fire alarms we
get in buildings. That to me really
triggers some concern because its
going to breed complacency in the
residence halls. So if there 's any
plea I can make to students its to
please not pull fire alarms, because
it 's a crucial way to keep students
safe on campus.
Jake , do you know If there
are plans to reform the dorm
damage policy through SGA
this year? I know that this Is
something that SGA has considered In previous years.
Jake: Well , it comes up every
year. It 's definitely something
that 's out there and hasn 't been
forgotten, so I think there will be
an ongoing discussion about the
dorm damage policy. I' m looking
forward to some kind of definitive
resolution on that this year.
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Center lends students
a hand landing a job
From CAREERS. Page 1
(LARC). LARC brings students
from a variety of small liberal arts
schools together with representatives from a variety of hiring organizations. The Career Center
also offers individualized pre-law
and pre-medical school advising.
Additionally, all students of the
College have access to online resources, including networking and
a sample resume. These resources
are available to alumni as well.
The Career Center also offers
personal counseling by appointment. "Any senior who hasn't put
much thought into [their career] or
is not sure what they want to do
should schedule an appointment,"
Woolsey said. "They can come
and talk to one of a number of the
career counselors and that conversation will go in one of a number
of different directions. They will
talk about their hobbies and interests, their passions, their major and
then the career counselors will
provide some illustrations or examples of possible careers." If students need additional help
exploring their interests, the Career Center offers self-assessment
inventories that are meant to narrow student 's focuses toward specific industries.
For students in their first
through third years, the Career
Center has begun to develop a
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reading & signing in Waterville, October 9

more long-term curriculum to help
students prepare themselves to
enter the job market. In January of
2009, the Career Center launched
a four-year curriculum entitled
"Colby Connect." Students register at the beginning of their time at
the College and take part in three
workshops each year throughout
their college career. The aim of the
program is to ensure that students
are prepared with skills such as
communication etiquette and interviewing skills. It also facilitates
networking and connects students
with more diverse opportunities
like prospective employers and the
possibility of pursuing a graduate
degree. The program strives to
connect students with faculty and
professors who might either provide important opportunities or examples of possible career paths.
In a survey taken last May at
Baccalaureate, 50 percent of participating seniors were employed
while 18 percent were attending
graduate school immediately following graduation. Numbers reflecting the employment rates of
the class of 2008 were similar,
with 66 percent of respondents
stating they were employed fulltime, 7.6 percent part time, 11.2
percent still looking and 26.9 percent attending graduate school.
Additional information about
the resources the Colby Career
Center provides can be found online at colby.edu/academics_cs/resources/offices/careerservices/.
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Join Central Maine 's own science fiction mas ters Sharon pMppMaH pBBBH |
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Sharon and Steve will read from Fledgling, the latest
novel in the Liaden Universe series that has brought
them fans from around the world and made them favorscience fiction conventions from New Brunswick
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Theo Waitley has lived all her young life on Delgado, a
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Safe World that is home to one of the galaxy 's premier
institutions of hig her learning Both Theo 's mother , Ka I HMU^^HMH ^^MBH
~~
mele, and Kamele's onagrata Jen Sar Kiladi, are profes„^^_^^__—__
sors , and they all live comfortabl y together, in Jen Sar s
house at the outskirts
town.
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Suddenly, though , Theo 's life changes. Kamele
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Theo, who has a notation in her file indicating that she
is "physically challenged" has a series of misadventures,
sharon Ue is the former r^.
including pulling her best friend down on the belt-ride
ecutive Director of the Science
to class, and hurting a team mate during a scavage game.
Fiction and Fantasy Writers of
With notes piling up in her file , Theo only wants to
America.
have everything just like it used to be.
Then , Kamele uncovers evidence of possible dis^^ggMtt^^
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the care of the man she calls "Father ," Professor Kiladi ,
and is horrified to learn that Kamele means to bring
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Steve Miller was the founding
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call ahead to reserve your copy todayl
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10 Water Street, Suite 105 .Waterville, ME 04901

www.hathawaycreativecenter.com

Loft-Style Studio, 1, 2 & 3 Bedroom
Apartment Homes Up To 1,532 Sq. Ft.!
.14 Ft. /Vaulted Ceilings w/Exposed Beams

• Washers & Dryers In Select Lofts
• On-Site Parking
• Controlled Access Building
• State-Of-The-Art Fitness Center

• Gleaming Hardwood Floors
• Spacious, Fully-Equipped Kitchens

• Community Room & Business Center
• On-Site Conference Facility

• Over 25 Unique Floor Plans Available
• Fabulous City & Kennebec River Views
• Rustic, Exposed Brickwork

• Exquisite Granite Countertops

• Internet Access Available

• All Stainless Steel Appliances
• Real Hardwood Maple Cabinetry
• Spacemaker * Microwaves

• On-Site Laundry Facilities
• Easy Kennebec River Access
• Walk To Shops, Galleries & Dining

• Glass Top Ranges
• Oversized Bathrooms & Closets

• Riverfront Trail To Fairfield
* Additional Storage Available

Call Or Visit Today! 888-579-5658

TOTAL CHAOS

EDITORIAL

On missing Foss, but
getting perspective
Unlike prior periods of national recession, America's current economic crisis
is transcending class lines and affecting the nation as a whole. Even here
on the Hill , students are feeling the indiscriminatory effects of this period
in the form of budget cut-backs. From reduced funding for club activities to the
closing of the Garrison Foster Health Center on nights and weekends, our private
institution is not immune from having to make many of the same difficult decisions
as the rest of the nation
Some of the most prominent and discussed cutbacks experienced on campus this
year have been alterations to dining hall hours, as well as the closing of Foss dining
hall for weekend meals.
Although we at the Echo understand that the longer lines and dwindling food
variety can at times be frustrating and inconvenient, we also acknowledge that this
is a small sacrifice to make when the state of the nation 's economy is thoroughly
considered.
On most days , when students go to eat , we have the option of choosing among
three different dining halls— each with its own distinct menu and atmosphere. We
are warmly greeted by hard-working dining hall staff who make it their priority to
make our experience during each meal as enjoyable as possible. The staflf at the
dining hall are equally impacted by the cutbacks, but do their best every day to accommodate student tastes and preferences.
It 's easy to criticize, but in a recession, the College seems to be doing everything in its ability to ensure that students are fed with three healthy meals each day,
and that their dining experiences are as unaltered as is feasible.
That being said, it 's true that receiving each meal has become a slightly more
time consuming process. However, when waiting anxiously in line, consider this:
many more Americans are experiencing hunger this year; additionally, food banks
across the nation are experiencing immense food shortages.
During a recession, sacrifices must be made on all ends. Up here on the Hill , we
would do well as a student body to think about perspective. At the end of the day,
the so-called magnitude of the cutbacks we 're facing pale in comparison to others
made by individuals during this difficult economic period.
Editor s Note: Due to classes being cancelled f o r the College s' annual Fall Break,
the Echo will not print on the week of October 14. We will recommence our regular
printing schedule on October 21.
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to face the same scrutiny?
Why must it be up to politicians to create a model of morality for our children?
That 's why there are schools, churches,
family and friends.
Politicians are the elected officials who
come into political office because of their
understanding of politics.
Let's revisit the supposedly vital American value that has thrown throngs of
politicians under the bus: monogamy. If
monogamy - the idea that one must stay
with one person for an entire lifetime and
the traditional institution of marriage are
so innately correct - why would it be failing at such alarming rates?
Monogamy is not the law of the world
nor should it be the law of the United
States. For many years and in numerous
countries, pol ygamy was the way of life.
Who are we Americans, to equate those
who have chosen to partake in unconventional or unfaithful relationships as overall "immoral" people?
To clarif y (although I am prepared to
receive hate), by no means am I suggesting that couples should give up on
or not work on their monogamous relationships at the first sign of struggle; I
know many lovely couples who have
been together for a lifetime, and who
are, for one reason or another, disgustingly satisfied with one another. I am,
however, suggesting that how couples
deal with their relationship is their decision and theirs alone. It affects the offender, his or her partner, their family,
and not us - or people who are so focused on criti quing the faults of others
that we can 't see our own.
Reality doesn 't reside inside the realm
of Disney fairy tales where the monogamous heterosexual relationships that lasts
a lifetime are the law. In a democracy,
who are we to judge? If we were to judge
anything, shouldn 't it be in deciding who
actually makes the best politician instead
of who has the best public image as a
politician?

Oh, the benefits of
philosophical thinking
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Restrain from yelling the words
"LOW-LIFE CHEATING BASTARDS"
at your Echo when I mention the likes of
Jim McCreevey, John Edwards, Mark
Sanford, Eliot Spitzer and the ever so infamous Mr. Bill Clinton.
Now, refrain from rolling your eyes at
me when I say that these men may have
been treated unfairly by the press and the
American public. Cheating politicians
don 't necessarily make for bad politicians
- sometimes they even make for exceptional politicians. Only bad politicians can
make for bad politicians.
If you don 't know what a bad politician
is , he or she is the kind that turns a national surplus into a national deficit, puts
the lives of young American men and
women at risk in an iM-advised war, severs America's relationship with the international community, vacations during
national disasters and runs a nation deep
into recession - it 's that kind.
On the other hand, there 's the kind of
politician who is not only articulate
(which is already so much more than one
can say about the politician described
above) but who also works to strengthen
race relations , to raise the living conditions of the poor and to turn a national
deficit , created by a certain politician 's father, into a national surplus, which unfortunately is only turned into a national
deficit again by the certain politician.
Before I go any further. I will admit
that I' ve had a long standing fondness for
our charismatic, yet infamously naughty,
42nd president. Truth be told , even if our
clumsy, boring, inarticulate , undependable 43rd president were to suddenly feel

lonely and get the urge to act like our infamously stallion like 42nd-of-apresident , he couldn 't have. But that
reason alone, in no way, makes our 43rd
president , one-tenth of the president our
42nd president was.
There 's a significant difference
between hurting one 's wife emotionally
and hurting one's city, state or country.
Now the traditional students reading this
will suggest, "well, promoting infidelity
and a lack of values IS harmful to the
country."
This depends on whether one's parents
serve as one's role model or whether one's
parents are the kind of parents who leave
this job up to politicians and celebrities.
But I won 't delve into the good-parent ,
bad-parent argument.
The truth of the matter is, in a democracy where most marriages are either hapless or fail, extra-marital affairs are not
illegal and do not, in any way, make one
less qualified to do one's job.
One should only know of all the historical American heroes who were less
than faithful - yet the fact that they may
have made for crummy husbands (or
wives) does nothing to alter their contributions to American society. Private lives
were simply more private back then.
Why must the overly pretentious modem-day American press and public tell
someone who's choosing to live his life
the way he desires, that he shouldn 't?
We're not qualified to judge anyone's private lives when we aren 't sharing in their
private struggles.
We aren 't celebrities who face an excessive amount of scrutiny but we are a
nation of second chances . But while I' m
on the subject of morals, what is so
morally wrong about a man who loves
more than one woman or a woman who
loves more than one man? Why is there a
tendency to demonize people who don 't
confine to the "standard" that is the nuclear family?
Why aren 't corrupt politicians forced
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Hey there. I' m Kris. I graduated in
May (technically). I ran this section of the
Echo last spring and copy edited the
whole paper for three semesters before
that. You may or may not vaguely recall
my name from a, perhaps , preachy article
in the orientation issue and may have
wondered, if you read it , why I still
seemed to be on the staff. And here I am
again!
Odd, yes? Especially considering my
tendency, especially in writing, to go on
and on and on and ON , until in some
cases 1 find my foot so far down my throat
that it requires surgical extraction. Even
when 1 don 't misspeak terribly, I often
come across as pretentious. I suspect that
certain of my friends (and , uh , this
paper 's staff) can vouch for this. To them,
I apologize.
If you care to know why I' m nevertheless writing here , you can see my first
entry at the Echoes from the Editors blog,
hyperlinked to the bottom of thecolbyecho.com 's front page. Short version: I' m
trying to change. So what will this column be like on my end? {Awesome former news editor Alex Richards will have
the other.) I' m not sure yet , but for now
let 's stick with the theme of My Old
Stomping Grounds.
I'm not an expert on anything. But I
like to think about everything, and to

write about my thoughts, which is one
reason I joined this paper years ago. It 's
also one reason I majored in philosophy.
That 's not really a reason for me to suggest that you try to take at least one philosophy course before you graduate, but
still: try to take at least one philosophy
course before you graduate.
Many people think of philosophers as
preoccupied with absurd , irrelevant
and/or overly abstract questions, to which
they present answers that are useless at
best and dangerous at worst. To this, a
quietl y brilliant former classmate
(exmnlfwordpress.com) responds: "If
philosophers often seem to be mired in
bullshit , we are, but it isn 't usually our
own." Philosophers are the long-suffering
clean-up crew.
When you think "bullshit ," academic
philosophy probably isn 't the first thing
that comes to mind. Hopefully, many
things come before it. Like Fox News.
Or maybe something much closer to
home; we are, after all , frequentl y surrounded by and bombarded with idiocy
and hypocrisy, even up there on
Mayflower Hill. And too many of us fall
prey to it.
More often , and to a greater degree
than maybe any other discipline, philosophy is a frontline fighter against idiocy
and hypocrisy, dedicated to curb stomping and eviscerating whatever threatens
clear, rational thinking. William James
called philosophy "an attempt to think
without arbitrariness or dogmatism about
the fundamental issues." We could all
use that , especially in a (faltering?)
democracy.
Philosophy also endeavors to partner
clarity and rationality with creativity and

audacity, for no lesser purpose than the
enhancement of the human condition.
It asks hard and unconventional questions, but not to screw with you. Turning
your intellect against itself and against
even your most deeply held convictions,
far from being self-destructive or futile,
should make you a sharper, more flexible,
more powerful thinker. If you can find the
flaws in your own moral compass (for example)—and trust me, we all have such
flaws—and consciously try to fix them,
you 'll be harder to fool or manipulate.
You'll also be less likely to play the hypocrite or idiot yourself.
Even loopy (e.g. metaphysical) or
seemingly innocuous (e.g. aesthetic)
philosophical questions can fine-tune
your brain and open entirely new paths of
thought. Philosophy won't make you an
engineer or a doctor or a corporate titan
or political super-operative, but there are
a lot of things it can make you , and whatever you aim to be , philosophy will make
you better at it.
So if your schedule someday has room
(and only if!—I know scheduling can suuuuuck), give philosophy a chance. (At
the VERY least , take an hour to watch
Michael Sandel's first lecture at justiceharvard,org.)
To think philosophically is, ultimately,
to never be content with the answer "just
because," whether the question is why
you love some piece of music or why you
probably shouldn 't kill your neighbor.
And if this disturbs you more than it intrigues you, if you 're unwilling to challenge not only your powers of thought but
the very things you think, then friend ,
you 're paying a lot of money to be in the
wrong place.

THE PROBLEM WITH ALCOHOL

Colby,alcohol and
the CCWG report

THE ZEPHYR

Time to get classy Colby!

the consequencesfor hostingparties aretoo
severe.AsDean Terhunesaid,the new rules
are meant to support the changes that are
happening on campus. They are not the
focus of the change.
If you have been to the senior apartBy having such extreme consequences, ments this year on a Friday or Saturday
the institution is really not changing the night, or better yet, on Saturday or Sunhabits of students; it's simply not allowing day morning, I hope that you have been
them to host parties at all.
absolutely appalled. If you don 't know
Less extreme consequences for hosting what I'm talking about, after the first two
After reading through the Campus Culture Working Group Report again and parties with beerand winewill only further weekends, the apartments had already acagain, I feel like it had a lot of good ideas. promote those kinds of parties on campus. cumulated $1,200 of dorm damage.
And while I stand by my previous com- Or at the very least, they'll promote more
When I left my room the morning after
ments, I also feel that this is agood stepping parties with less hard alcohol. This point the first Saturday night, I was greeted by
stone for Colby to grow out of its infantile also really hits on recommendation seven, vomit covering two of the three stairwells,
obsession with alcohol and the drinking which includes me administration'spush to holes punched in six of the screens on the
limit hard alcohol on campus and promote second floor, another hole punched in a
scene.
Here's a quick background on the re- beer and wine consumption.
wall, an exit sign pulled down, beer
port. It discusses the membership, the
It is a recommendation that manypeople spilled all over the stairs and hallways
process of the Group's work and provides have been preaching since I arrived at and, of course, trash Uttering the dorm, inthe data it has found, nationally and at Colby and it's nice to see them attempt to side and out. Oh, and not to mention, the
Colby. The report then sets down some implement it,even if its acceptancemay be 1 a m fire alarm. Really classy, Colby.
basic themes that the group felt needed to slow at first. One hundred percent of the
Many of the seniors living in the apartbe addressed. Finally, it lists the said rec- hospital visits that the report looked at in- ments had strong reactions to the mess but
ommendations. There are 10 recommen- volved hard alcohol.
everyone denied taking part in it. The
This recommendationwill surelyreduce most common remarks were, "Why
dations in all. In brief, recommendation
one details a new College-wide mission these statistics. But the report does raise would I cause all this damage when I live
statement,two details the spreadingof said two questions. One, what if hard alcohol is here and have to pay for dorm damage?"
statement, three discussesways to extend imbibed, and a student goes to the health and, "It isn't my fault that the underclassacademic life on Thursdaysthrough Sun- center? Will the no-punishment policy for men did this."
Although I agree that we should not
days, four offersto change the focus of Jan- this change?And two, what about drinking
Plan to academics, five suggests a review games?Because of the push toward beer have to be responsible for the irrational beof the way that student programming is and wine, which most drinking games use, havior of a couple individuals, when it indone, six and seven are discussed below, will such activities be more tolerated? volves our home, well-being and money,
eight creates an Alcohol Center, nine sug- Beruit or Die are both better than taking we don't really have much of a choice.
gests the creation of a student-run alcohol Tequila Sunrises.
An official response to the weekend's
Lastly,I believe that 10 is the most im- incidents came days later when one of the
abuse board, and 10 sets deadlines and
benchmarksfor all the above. Out of the 10, portant recommendation that needs to be CAs sent out an angry e-mail in which the
I will focus on six and seven,although three utilized and followed. It sets a timetableand apartment residents were warned that the
and four, in my opinion, are hilariously benchmarks to see whether the previous upcoming weekend would be "our last
recommendations are working, and Ap- opportunity to show that we, as a comnaive and underpowered.
Recommendationssix and seven are the pendix B is an example of what they're munity, can handle ourselves in a respononly policy changes, thus they're the inter- thinking of.
esting ones. Six is the creation of a new
It's a good idea, and the timetable that
points system (yay!). I got here after the was set is respectable, but it will only work
point system was implemented, so I can't if we adhere to it and utilize the results in a
recall the time prior to this but I know that meaningfulway.
Those are some of my thoughts on the
the point system had often caused more
confusion than it was worth, and often report. They're much tamer than I thought
times it was up to the discretion of a dean as they would be, only because after a few reto how manypointsstudents actually accu- reads and after thinking it over, I understand the logic behind many of the
mulated, regardless of the listings.
It wasa crap shoot as to how serewed stu- recommendations even if they won't necdents got, which is not what the adminis- essarily work. They're a good start and
tration wants if they're going to implement with the benchmarking that number 10
recommendation seven, so how they'll provides, I feel that the system will be
change the points system will be interest- worked on and get better with time, even if
I'm not here to see it.
ing to see.
Appendix A provides an interesting inThis is the second article in Ben Hurterpretation of the recommendation, but witz s' seriesabout Colby and alcohol.

Life career plan

In a few months, I'm going to have to
find a job.
I'm not entirely certain if this terrifies
me. Part of me feels confident—I've done
internships, I go to a good school, I have a
solidly tentative plan for the fall. I don 't
know exactly what I want to do for the rest
of my life, but I have options for things I
like doing, at least for a while.
The other part of me is completely uncertain. The fall? That's an internship. The
whole-life career plan? Nonexistent.
But on the whole, I feel, well, OK. Most
of this is due to being in the Colby bubble.
I hear about jobs going away—how many
thousand did the U.S. lose this month?—
and it doesn't seem to affect me. I'm a student. While I look to be gainfully
employed, I have a few months until I finish my degree. I have a campus job that,
until I need to pay for life on my own, will
cover any need that springs up.
It took me a while to realize that the economic crisis wasreal and not some bedtime
story meant to scare off those who maxedouttheircredit cards.Foralongtime.itwas
a big dark cloud that I could not seem to see.
I heard the stories displayed on the news
and saw pictures in The New York Times of
people out of work. I knew it existed, but
couldn't believe it was real.
Then my father became unemployed.
His unemployment and the economic

downturn were coincidental. He knew that
he'd be losing his job but planned a short
time off, followed by a new job, hopefully
in a new place. Thingswouldbe tough for a
bit, but we had put aside some money and
would make it through. As he was approachmghis last monthsofwork. the markets collapsed, and my family quickly
realized that our plans had changed. What
we couldn 't see, however, wasthat this was
not a quick hiccup that would set us back a
few weeks. I would listen to news stories,
and feel like we had prepared for this, that
my family wasjustdaysaway from our previous stability.
Over six months later, I understood.
I listen to the stories that I hear the
newly-unemployed tell. I see shuttered
storefronts, plunging graphs and numbers—lots and lots of numbers. Every day
reports come in, informing us offewerand
fewer jobs in the U.S. Now, everything is
much more believable. I know that behind
those stories are people who are confused,
frustrated and want to go back to the days
beforethe world markets began to shake.
My father now has a new job in a new
place. My family has begun to relax, and I
know they 'llbe somewhat stable forat least
a bit. While I still do feel somewhat confident in my financial security, at least until I
graduate, I am still left with a strange feeling. I heard the markets are coming back
and know that my Colby education is one of
the better investments I have made. There
are some factors, however, that arejust out
of my control. I can do the best I can, but if
the markets collapse again,I will be in trouble, regardless of the choices I made.
Financial security is far more unstable
than I ever realized.

sible and mature fashion" and with a
sense of "self-accountability."Although I
did not agree with the General Announcement blaming the seniors, almost
exclusively, for the mess and felt rather
strongly that we should not be the only
ones punished if dorm damage were to
continue, I did agree with the suggestion
that we needed to take more responsibility and do a better job of monitoring the
damage.
OK., so we got a second chance to regain the respect that we pathetically lost
the first weekend. And when I say, "we
pathetically lost," I don 't just mean the
seniors, I mean every person that was in
the apartments that weekend, and particularly those responsible for the damage.
Anyway, weekend two comes around
and what happens? Another complete
mess: a security alarm pulled, an exit sign
ripped out of the ceiling along with four
tiles causing pipe damage, more trash and
more vomit. Clearly the e-mail failed to
motivate any participation by seniors and
the word had not spread around campus
about the damage.
Following this disastrous weekend, the
senior class council and the administration determined that, until further notice,
the annual senior Halloween party would
be put on probation. This announcement
was made at a heated meeting that took
place in the apartments the following
Thursday night. At this meeting, seniors,
determined to save the Halloween party,
agreedto play a more active role by monitoring the hallways for damage and trash.
Furthermore, we agreed to help reprimand
those under 21 for holding alcohol in the
hallways, for fear that we, the 21-yearolds, would lose the newfound privilege.
Finally, two weekends ago, on Homecoming, except for a fire alarm and a little bit of trash littering the hallways, the
apartments were remarkably improved.

Numerous seniors, including myself,
spent part of the night clearing out the
hallways - both people and beer cans and generally helping security supervise
the situation. Great, at least for now the
direct problem seems to be getting a little
better.
But as I see it, the problem has not been
solved. The real problem is the irrational
individualwho partakes in the destruction
of the campus.
Who, in their right mind, would think
that it is acceptable to destroy walls,
screens and exit signs? What kind of person would find this to be an enjoyable
pastime? Because, seriously, I would
never get away with this in my house and
I hope most of you wouldn't either. Of
course, this is assuming that Colby students treat the dorms the same way they
treat their homes. But that's doubtful.
But the problem of dorm damage extends well beyond the senior apartments.
Throughout my time at Colby, I have
heard about water fountains being pulled
out of walls, bathroom stall doors being
sawed in half, entire bathrooms being
destroyed with students' personal shampoos, the windows on the Street being
broken by rowdy Doghead participants
and a couch being thrown out of a Hillside window onto a faculty car. If anyone thinks this is acceptable behavior,
please, don't hesitate to explain why because I might just be missing the point.
On a final note, I beg you all to actively stop the dorm damage. If you see
someone breaking something, report it!
Campus Life and the Dean of Students
Office will be more than happy to bill
that person. It you are thinking about ruining something, please don 't! And finally, if you want to pull a fire alarm at
1 a.m , go to your own dorm and do it
because we don't want to be woken up
anymore!

THE LIGHTER SIDE

College boys and other myths

When you 're a girl in middle school ,
you dream of high school boys. Those
are the boys you think won't pick their
noses in the middle of class and the ones
that will say, "I like you," instead of
pulling your hair. At the age of 12, you
think high school boys are perfect:
they 're smart, mysterious and, most of
all, they're older.
... And then you reach high school.
For a few brief years, you 're embroiled in the hormone-injected chaos
that is your adolescence, where an unexpected brush against your foxy lab partner 's arm or a lingering glance from the
local bad-boy is enough to make your
palms sweaty. You navigate the tempestuous seas of your love life, sometimes
with the whole-hearted knowledge that
your liaisons have an expiration date, and
sometimes with the notion that hey, yeah,
maybe you two can really make the different-colleges-long-distance thing work
(unlike 99 percent of the world). But
there comes a point somewhere between
SATs and dorm-shopping where you
begin to wonder about this new breed of
boy you'll soon encounter, the ones often
spoken of in hushed tones by your some-

times-friend who robustly defies statutory rape laws. I'm speaking, of course,
about college guys.
There 's an inexplicable magic in
that period of time; that brief and almost tangible feeling of excitement at
entering a new environment. You think
you'll step over some line etched in the
sand between childhood and that gray
abyss beyond. You think that people
will be different: cooler, funnier,
smarter, kinder and —don 't even lie —
you think that the members of the opposite sex will be, in one way or another, more attractive.
But this magic disappears all too
quickl y.
As a casual observer, I can guarantee that within the first few weeks,
many of you have had your first
hookups. In fact, I've probabl y even
seen or heard talk of said hookups (it 's
a small school, if you haven't noticed).
Most of you stumble quickly upon the
realization that these flames are temporary, and that really, in the sobering
light of day, you're not sure if you
want to keep at it with that boy from
your chem class who turns everything
into a "your mom" joke and considers
his beer belly a point of pride. In that
case, you quietly and politely take your
leave and never speak of the matter to
anyone ever again (except to the aggregate population of your phone
book).
But it 's not hard to see this pattern
arising again and again as the weekends

grow in numbers and the yet-unexplored territory begins to shrink. What
was once, "it's so nice to meet someone
clever and talented!" quickly becomes
"it's so nice to meet someone normal!"
which eventually shifts to "it 's so nice
to meet someone who doesn 't have
'creeper ' attached to his name!" In a
startlingly short amount of time, what
flies in the "real world" loses all bearing on your standards at school and
"What do you expect? It 's college ,"
becomes the maxim that defines so
much of your love life.
It's around junior year when the stringent divide between the happil y-dating,
the perpetual bachelors/bachelorettes ,
and the single-but-constantly-seekinga-relationship-types becomes hard and
fast. But the fact of the matter is, by then,
everyone stops caring. If there was ever
any semblance of a hope for something
more out of our interactions with the opposite sex, it turns into a mush somewhere
between "Well, he can hold a conversation " and "He's not ignoring me, he's
just really busy. We both are."
At some point , girls begin to say the
term "college guys" while rolling their
eyes rather than with that naive glow
they had on their drive up to Maine. And
that , sadly, is when you know the magic
is dead. Some frogs remain frogs, despite all our kisses.
Should the status quo remain? 1
leave it to you, dear readers, to decide.

The future of journalism

DR. RUTH TALKS SEX

Managing Editor Molly B idd iscombe s its down to
talk with ProPublica editor- in-chief Paul Steiger
Lovejoy Visiting Journalist Paul
Steiger came to the College the week
of September 28 as p a r tof a lecture
series sponsored by the Goldfarb
Center for Civic Engagement grant
from the Knight Foundation to
improvenews literacy among liberal
arts students.
Steiger is editor-in-chief, president and chief executive of
ProPublica. an independent , nonprofit newsroom that produces
investigative journalism in the
public interest. Before launching
ProPublica , Steiger spent 16
years as the managing editor of
The Wall Street Journal.

on the record to Sheri that they
gave people lethal doses of morphine because they were afraid
that they would not be able to
evacuate them and they thought
that they were near death anyway.

In your talk [on Tuesday,
September 29] you described
the Internet world as a wlklworid,' In that we are constantly self-correcting the
Incorrect, yet Immediate, Information that Is posted on the
web. What are the disadvantages of this system?
Well, clearly you can get into a
situation where something is put up
Your ProPublica website fea- on the web and it 's wrong, and peotures a variety of Interactive mul- ple act on it before it before it can
timedia aspects. Have you found be corrected. That 's the risk in any
thts to be necessary for a suc- kind of free speech environment. It
cessfulnews website? Whathave won't surprise you to hear that I' m
youfound to be trie best ways to in favor of free speech. I think it is
useful that the web does have this
engage readers In your stories?
It depends on the story. There 'wiki ' world of self-correction and
are some stories, for example our often the correction moves fast so
coverage of the stimulus program, that you get the counteraction of
where the most popular stuff we've the incorrect stuff fairly quickly.
done has been essentially interacHas the U.S. has fallen
tive tables on country by county
spending. [These provide a way
behind other countries In
for] people to find [facts about] Investigative reporting, or Is
their own counties, other counties that decrease being seen
they are interested in and how their across the world?
state compares to other states.
On the one hand I think that the
In other cases, the narratives are U.S. has honed the techniques of
what really engage people. For investigative reporting to the highexample, we had a piece by our est level of anywhere in the
own reporter Sheri Fink that was world...If you want to look for cuton the cover of The New York ting edge techniques...the United
Times Magazine. It was 13,000 States is generally in the lead.
This is unlike where we are in
words [but] people on our site and
The New York Times site clicked wireless connectivity and various
[the link]. Hundreds of thousands other aspects of the information
revolution. We have had...a greater
of people clicked on it and read it
to the end. It was a story about the reduction in the number of journalaftermath of Katrina and how a ists than most other advanced councouple of doctors acknowledged tries, but I think it 's due to happen

there as well. In some places [however] you have mitigating circumstances. For example, in Great
Britain, anyone who owns a television set is taxed to support the
BBC. So because of this the BBC
will not suffer unless people start
throwing out their TV sets. That
[being said,] the advertising-supported news organizations are starting to suffer in Europe just as they
have in the US.
Wrm numbers like 26,000Journalists losing their Jobs in the last
year, It may be drfflcutt for students to feel that journalism Is a
viable career option. What Is your
best advice for studentslooking
to pursuea career hi the field?
It is important to distinguish
between the net and the gross.
That 26,000 number is a gross
number of people who have lost
their jobs at existing organizations. Meantime, there have been
a bunch of mostly smaller weboriented news organizations that
have started up. They 've hired
people, usually at lower salaries
than the old newspapers paid, but
they have still hired people.
1 think what your generation is
going to have to deal with is an
environment in which you 'll find
jobs...but they will be with generally smaller institutions....Some
will succeed and some will fail,
so you have to be prepared to be
more entrepreneurial with your
career. Instead of looking for one
or two organizations at which you
could spend your entire career,
you go with something where you
can improve your skills, enhance
your equity and your byline...and
then after a year or two it may be
time for you to use your network
to get your next job.
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21 Graduate Programs
Available in
Management
Education
Health Sciences
Psychology
wo

Office of Graduate and
Continuing Education
rcester.edu/g raduate

CAROLINE DICKSON/THE COLBY ECHO

Psychosexual therapist Dr. Ruth Westheimer, who became famous f o r her radio show "Sexuall y
Speaking, " visited the Hill on Tuesday, September 6 to share her insight with the College.
Students were permitted to anonymously submit questions, which she addressed during the forum.

Studentsaid abuse hotline
By BENJAMIN COOK
LOCAL NEWS EDITOR

For the past 31 years , the
Family Violence Project (FVP) ,
in cooperation with the Maine
Coalition to End Domestic
Violence (MCEDV), has helped
victims of abuse in both
Kennebec
and
Somerset
Counties. The project offers a
variety of programs including
advocacy and referrals , emergency shelter , support groups
and community awareness education . "A community without
violence where people treat each
other with respect...we believe
victims of abuse have the potential to control their own lives and
can be helped in doing this
through support , information
and encouragement ," reads the
Famil y Violence Project Vision
& Mission. Although the project
now has over 25 employees ,
their work depends on the support of volunteers , many of
whom are Colby students.
In order to volunteer with
FVP, all applicants take a 36hour training course over twelve
weeks. The course is comprehensive and covers a breadth of
topics related to domestic violence. Volunteers learn about the
history of domestic violence,
what it legally is , why it happens and its effect on victims
and their families. Several students at the College are currently enrolled in the FVP training
program as they prepare to
become volunteers in the spring
of 2010.
Andrea Birnbaum '12 trained
last spring and has been volunteering since August. "I was
reall y motivated to volunteer ,"

she explains. "I was interested
in learning more about domestic
violence. I knew little because it
is something people don 't really
speak about. It makes me realize
how prevalent domestic violence is."
As
a
telephone
hotline/helpline operator, Birnbaum
works on the victim advocacy
and referral side of FVP's
endeavors . She is typically on

Domestic
violencehappens
everywhere,
and by doing
this I feel like I
gain a greater
understanding
of what many
women endure
all around the
world.
Andrea Birnbaum
Class of 2012

call three nights a month . "Each
night I usuall y onl y get about
three calls , but sometimes more,
sometimes none at all ," she
explains. "When I'm talking to
someone on the hotline , I'm there
to empower them to make a
change in their life; I' m not
telling them what to do. I ask
them what their options are and
we make a safety plan ." In certain cases , Birnbaum refers
callers to other FVP programs ,
support groups , free lawyers or

shelters and motels.
"If a Colby student wants to
volunteer with the Family
Violence Project , he or she
should expect to become a hotline volunteer," she says. FVP
does partner with law firms to get
protective orders for victims.
Students who are interested in
law could potentially shadow a
lawyer for a day if they 're looking to get involved.
"I like being 'on call ,"*
Birnbaum emphasizes. "M y
favorite part of being with the
program is listening to the
women 's stories. They really
confide in me and I am grateful to
hear them speak. This has been a
really rewarding experience.
Domestic violence happens
everywhere, and by doing this I
feel like I gain a greater understanding of what many women
endure all around the world."
FVP
has
branches
in
Waterville
and
Augusta ,
Skowhegan. They are financed
by the Maine Department of
Health and Human Services and
the United Way agencies of
Kennebec Valley and MidMaine. However, they stress ,
"We could not provide our services of advocacy, community
education and school-based
education without the ongoing
support of a large and active
network of volunteers ."
Students who are interested in
volunteering with FVP should
contact the Waterville office by
telephone at (207) 877-2248 or
by
e-mail
at
fvp @familyviolenceproject.org .
Anyone wishing to contact FVP
for hel p or information can call
their toll free crisis line at (877)
890-7788 , which operates 24
hours, seven days a week.
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Service to Colby College operates during fall and spring sememesters ONLV. & - Service to Colby College will operate FRIDAY ONLY during
Fall and spnng sememsters, pick up ONLY for southbound service D Drop off ONLY » Trip operates SUNDAY ONLY. Italia indicate a bus
change in Portland " Bus stop at the main entrance of the Harold Alfond Athletic Center.

Save $5 on select round-trip tickets with your student I.D.
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OCTOBER BACHELOR AND BACHELORETTE: JASON PARRETT '12 & YURI MARUYAMA '12

WHO'S WHO: MADDY JONES '13

Readyforwinter
By KELSEY CONROY
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

COURTESY OF JASOM PARRETT

While posing like a Greek adonis atop a mountain, Jason Parrett
'12 could be mistaken f o r Leonids f r o m the featuref i l m 300.

By LAURA LLANO
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Jason "Casanova" Parrett '12
resides on the first floor ot Anthony,
but don't be fooled ladies; he is no
quiet man. An economics and
Russian double major, he will take
you around the world in just a conversation. He has an eclectic music
taste and is always ready to try
something new. Be warned, the
demand is far greater than the supply. If you do get the opportunity to
get to know this Maine native, be
prepared for some laughing and
possibly dancing if you tempt him
with your dance moves. He won 't
admit it, but he has some mad Latin
dance skills that he picked up in
Mexico, where he spends his sum-

mers bull fighting. Don't worry
though, he is a lover, not a fighter.
He spends the rest of the year here
at Colby blessing us with his presence. If you see him do say "hello,"
but please, no autographs.
Movie character he resembles:
Leonitis from 300 (Iron under
pants included)
Perfect date: Long walk on the
beach followed by a late night
dinner at Tim Horton 's
Favorite meal to share:
Spaghetti a la Lady and the
Tramp
His natural habitat: In the cool
grass of the iPlay soccer field
Zodiac sign: Sagittarius—optimistic, masculine and constantly seeking adventure

COURTESY OF COURTNEY YEAGER

Although she appears lively during a dance party, Yuri Maruyama
'12 of ten experiencesfits of near "narcolepsy " when she gets bored.
By COURTNEY YEAGER
FEATURES EDITOR

True to her California roots ,
there's nothing Yuri Maruyama
' 12
loves
more
than
a
Disneyland excursion. As an art
history major, this Libra has
always been fascinated with
vibrant colors. In fact , her
favorite Disney princess is Ariel
because, as she puts it , after
moving to the United States from
Japan when she was six, she
"didn 't know that people could
have red hair." Her ideal beau is
an
environmentally-friendly
comedian , willing to put up with
her frequent fits of narcolepsy—
she once fell asleep in the middle
of belting out a 90s song because

she "didn 't like the boring instrumental part in the middle." When
she's not watching Glee or fostering her love of photography,
this "almost legal midget in
California" enjoys reading Stuff
White People Like, which indicates that she is 75 percent white.
Not bad for someone who just
became a legal resident of the
U.S. last month .
Nickname: Yuri-san
Perfect date: At Disneyland,
watching Fantasmic—only the
9:30 showing. The 10:45
brings in the sketchy people.
Blood type: A positive
Footwear: Rainbows, always
Hidden talent: Ability to ride a
unicycle

Professor publishesbook of poetry
By MY TIEN HUYNH
OPINION EDITOR

Leaning against her chair in
her office in Miller Library,
Assistant Professor of English
Adrian Blevins reflects on why
students need poetry. "Your poets
are your bulletproof vests," she
says. "Everyone who 's my student, who 's human has been a
teenager, and has had to deal with
the
difficulties
of
being
teenagers. And your twenties are
not that much easier. It 's so great
to have your poet....You realize
you 're not alone."
Blevins brought along her

Southern flair when she became
a professor of poetry at Colby
five years ago. The unconventional professor with a Virginian
accent and a sense of humor has
many stories to tell , such as the
time she attempted to clear the
snow off of her car during her
first Maine snowstorm by getting
"out my credit card. That 's what
you do in the South [is] push the
snow out [of the way] with your
credit card."
She also has a plethora of
lessons to share, many of which
can be found in her new collection of poetry. Live f r o m the
Homesick Jamboree.

CAROLINE DICKS.OM.'THE COLBY ECHO

Professor Adrian Blevins showcases her Southern roots in her recently p u b l i s h e d
collection.
p o e t rLive
y From the Homesick Jamboree.

Blevins describes much of her
poetry as an investigation of the
soul. "All life is failure but in that
failure lives the catastrophe of
my own personality. Really good
essays and really good poems can
actually investigate the catastrophe of personality with language," she says, quoting the
theory of the legendary writer,
Gore Vidal.
Jamboree delves into much
more than the "self." Many of
the poems address divorce and
the difficulty of motherhood.
Blevins says she writes the poetry not out of the anger or other
painful emotions stemming from
those experiences but because
she understands that people
can 't be wise until they experience loss. "By the time the
poems are written, I' m emotionall y OK. I have to be objective in
order for it to be a poem ,"
Blevins says. "It 's just a way of
learning as we go."
While Blevins was in the
process of revising and attempting to understand her collection,
she renamed one of her poems
"Live From the Homesick
Jamboree." Blevins says the
homesick jamboree is representative of the mood she is conveying
inside the poems. "They're really
kinetic; they 're really energetic,
but there 's also a real sense that
they have lost the south."
Blevins , who was bom and
raised in rural Virginia , cites
southern
writers
William
Faulkner, Flannery O'Connor,
Gerald Stem and Eudora Welty as
her influences. "I fell absolutely
in love at the age of 13 with great
southern writers," she says.
Her love of writing led Blevins
to pursue an undergraduate
degree in English and master 's

When confronted with the
multitude of name-games thai
required fun facts during orientation, Maddy Jones '13 didn 't
have to look far to find one.
"I' m ranked third nationally in
snowboarding for my age
group: women 's 16-17 ," she
states casually.
Jones was born in California
and raised in Rhode Island , but
she started skiing at a young age
while staying at her grandparent 's house in Maine. Soon after ,
she became interested in snowboarding. "My parents said that
when I could ski all the black diamonds at Sunday River, I could
try snowboarding," Jones says.
Abiding by that rule , Jones began
to snowboard recreational ly at
the age of nine . She spent weekends and vacations on the mountain , but would only ride a couple
of times a year.
Her passion for athletics
extends beyond the mountain;
she played lacrosse and tennis ,
but decided in her sophomore
year of high school to participate in more than just recreational snowboarding. Joining
the team that claimed Sunday
River as their "home mountain ,"
she rode with teammates from
Gould Academy on a regular
basis. The team consists of
about forty students , both boys
and girls , between the ages of
10 and 18. Each practice ran
from 8 a .m. to 2 p.m., and activities ranged from training gates
and border-cross to jumps and
half-pipes.
Jones did not mind driving the
four-and-a-half hours every
weekend in the winter to join her
team at Sunday River for training, though after growing up in a
state that you can dri ve across in
an hour she was shocked by the
size of Maine. "My coach once
complained about his four-hour
drive to practice ," she says ,
"and , thinking you could only be
from the south to drive that far, I
iiski-d where he was from . He

said , 'Maine. '"
Jones ' snowboarding team
began placing in regional competitions , and Jones herself
began winning them. Due to
these victories , she placed in
nationals throug h the United
States
of
America
Association
Snowboarding
(US AS A). At first she qualified
for only two of the disci plines
of snowboarding, but this past
year she qualified for all five:
border-cross , half-pipe , slope
style , giant slalom and slalom.
For Jones , however, snowboarding isn 't just about winning and competing. When
asked about her passion , she
explains , "I reall y like snowboarding because it is a time
that I can completel y get away
and be in the moment. When
I' m on the mountain riding, I
am focused on riding and enjoying being outside....When I' m
riding the worries of school or
life dissolve."
Although no colleges have
competitive
snowboarding
teams, Jones still plans to get out
on the mountain a lot this winter.
Regardless of the fact that snowboarding is not technicall y
offered anywhere as a sport , it
still managed to affect her college decision; she was torn
between Colby and Colorado
College because, as she puts it ,
"Who wouldn 't want to be by so
much snow?" Ultimately, though ,
the small , liberal arts school environment appealed to her, and she
loves "being able to go for a walk
in the woods or go to a mountain
and ski" any time .
But snowboarding isn 't everything to Jones. She enjoys art .
specifically 3-D ceramics and
photography, and has her own
baking business , "MaddyMade ."
She is also very enthusiastic
about studying a variety of subjects; from government to art. she
loves it all.
As for snowboarding, it 's not
over yet. As Jones so articulately
states , "When Colby talks about a
broad education , it means you
can do everything."

degree in fiction, only to later
realize that poetry is her true calling. She recounts writing stories
that take place entirely inside a
person's mind. Stories "are about
events; things have to happen in
stories." Two days after receiving
I foil ins
her master 's from
College , Blevins decided to
become a poet.
She began incorporating the
skills she accumulated from years
of fiction writing into her poetry.
"I put it in this container of a
poem ending up with a narrative
CAROLINE DICKSON/THE COLBY ECHO
poem. I didn 't have to resolve all
MaddyJones '13 is a nationally ranked snowboarderjrvmRliode Island.
the problems that [1] would have
had to in short stories." Blevins
someone who 's never read a writes about a former favorite
became attracted to spoken tone
and parodied the vernacular, laid
poem one day in their life, some student of hers who was murback style of southern storymom who is sitting some place, dered by her brother and how
tellers. Along the way, Blevins
desperate, she's alone , she's Blevins intuitively knew that it
fell in love with the lyric poetry of
poor, [to] pick up this book and was he who had done it. "I think
be
able
to it 's just a process of underGerald
Stern ,
Rodney
Jones
understand it. standing that 1 should trust
I'm definitely myself or that I should not
and
C.K.
Williams.
She
writing in a doubt myself so much. "
Although Jamboree is "a little
sense
for
experimented
women.
And bit cussy," Blevins exp lains that
with
blending
it was done as a literary speech
the two sty les
h o p e f u l l y
together
and
they 'll get some effect and , though she admits to
emerged
with
relief in reading fighting with it during the
assembly and revision process, it
what she calls
the poetry."
is now a work she takes pride in.
hybridity. The
Her
poetry
Just as she accepts Jamboree
style is clearl y
has also allowed
Blevins to trust for what it is , Blevins says she 's
represented
in
both
of
her
her intuition. She come to love snowy centra l
books.
recalls standing Maine , a place she calls the
Live From the
up in front of Appalachian north. "It 's so
H o m e s i c k
Colby students north that it 's south again . 1
Jamboree is the
and reading the come from the rural south. This
Adrian
Blevins
follow-up
to
line "stupid boy, is the rural north. "
Assistant
Professor
of
English
Her students have also helped
stupid
cock"
Blevins ' 2003
collection . The
from her poem Maine feel like home to Blevins:
"
"The
students have been amazBrass
Girl
"W a k e-Up
when the spoken-word poet , Dana ing. 1 love them."
Brouhaha. Though
Blevins
believes that the north has made
Gilmorc, came to the College for a
Editors Note: Live From the
her poems more lyrical this time
reading last March. "I still haven 't
Homesick Jamboree can be found
around , she says her purpose for
gotten over that."
at the Colby Bookstore.
writing is the same. "I want
In "Wake Up, " Blevins

I want someone
who's never
read a poem a
day in their life,
some mom who
is sitting in some
place...[to] pick
up this book
and be able to
understand it.

THURSDAY

WEDNESDAY
Screening: Art:21
Blxler 178 — Given Auditorium
6:30 p.m.
A preview of the new season of the acclaimed
PBS series Art:21, which offers an intimate
encounter with contemporary art and the people
who make it, encouraging creative thinking and
self-expression .
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COOT Slide Show
Cotter Union — Rage Commons
8:30 p.m.

FRIDAY

Pashmlna's of Blue Hill
Shawls & Bags
Cotter Union — Page Lobby
8:30 a.m.
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Philosophy Department Colloquium
Lovejoy 215
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4 p.m.
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Luce Symposium

Art Museum
7 a.m.
The Museum will hold a symposium highlighting
outstanding research in American art and
education. American School: American Art and
Pedagogy, supported by the Henry Luce
Foundation, will begin with
an evening keynote lecture by artist Fred Wilson,
followed by a day-long symposium Saturday.

50th Anniversary Painting
Conservation Lecture
¦
i n. ¦ i in II LUIIIII L II nium i»w.w»» ^<—— ¦—»¦
Art Museum — Lobby
4:30 p.m.
Jacqueline Bim:
Nina Roth-Wells, a painting conservator in private
International Coffee Hour
A Holocaust Survivor Remembers
practice , will speak about her work with the
Mary Low — Coffee House
SSW Alumni Center — Parker Reed Room
Museum 's collection leading up to the opening of
4:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
Art at Colby.
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Jacqueline Birn experienced WWII as a
Pllobolus
child in occupied France. She will share her
———
Merrill Auditorium -— Portland, ME
experience with the Colby community and will
BRIDGE Meeting
describe what it was like to be a Jewish child
8 p.m.
Mary Low — Coffeehouse
in occupied France. She has written a memoir
Internationally renowned contemporary dance
7 p.m.
that is not yet published.
¦i ¦¦ i i
> company Pilobolus has thrilled audiences with its
i
11
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.—
ingenious choreography and raw athleticism
CVC Canned Food Drive Kick Off
that verges on gymnastics.
(Transportation provided with reservation).
Cotter Union — Lower Program Space
"In Passing" Rim Info Session
iinimniiiiiniifw^n—w—mm. m mum H.I.HI—immmmm
8 p.m.
Lovejoy 213
8 p.m.
The CVC is partering with Dining Services again
NO CLASSES ON MONDAY AND
this year for the Helping Hands Across America
An information session for all actors and
TUESDAY:
canned food drive. Colby's goal this year is
actresses interested in the first feature film made
16,000 pounds!
ENJOY YOUR FALL B R E A K H I
at Colby.
Roberts — Robins Room
7 p.m.

PERSPECTIVE FROM THE POND

CHRIS MODER/THE COLflY ECHO

An unique view of Johnson Pond taken f r o m within the brush near East Quad and West Quad.

House of Pizza
¦
EHW

207-873-4300
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We Deliver until 2 am and don't for get to ask about our weekly specials!
10%off eat in and pick up with Colby ID

*

This week online j

STUDENTS ON THE QUAD

What 's your favorite form of distracted driving?

WWW.THECOLBYEC HO.COM
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THIS WEEK'S POLL QUESTION

How distracted
is your driv ing?
YOUR OPTIONS
A. Can 't answer... I've got to
keep my eyes on the road...
B. Hold on I just got a text
from last night!
C. Huh? Wait, I'm really
digging this song...
LAST WEEK'S RESULTS
T HE QUESTION
SHOULD

MEDICAL MARIJUANA BE

LEGALIZED?
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"Sexual Favors."

REGULATED
56%
WILL ONLY
CONTRIBUTE

23%

AND THIS SHOULD BE A

FIRST STEP TO RECREATIONAL
LEGALIZATION....21%

folliage."
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"Ghost riding the whip with hyphy music."
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A, YES, BUT IT SHOULD BE HIGHLY

C. YES,
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"Road Sodas."
Dan
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— Amelia Swinton '10
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THE BREAK DOWN

m MAINE 'S DRUG PROBLEMS .

"Looking
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— Chip Boghossian '12
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"Alec Oot."

V
— Elise Randall '10
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GOODBYE LIBRARY, HELLO FALL BREAK
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JOKAS'
SPECIALS
Hook & Ladder Brown Ale
Half Barrels
Only $69.99 + tax and deposit

Miller Chill 12-Packs
Only $7.99 + tax and deposit

Lancers White (1.5 liter)
White Wine from Portugal

Was $14.99 now only $6.99 + tax and deposit

Open Sun-Wed until 9 pm,
Thurs until 10 pm,
Fri & Sat until midnight
We now have the largest selection of domestic and import
beers in Central Maine.

873-6228

JOKAS' DISCOUNT BEVERAGES
52 Front St., Waterville, ME

12-STEP
RECOVERY GROUP
T HURSDAYS 12 P M TO 1P M
Rose Chapel
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Students work hard within Miller Library the week before Fall Break.
'
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
MOVIE REVIEW

Bullock's bomb leaves you laughless

Waywith words

A poet 's journey
of mythology,
religion, and the
power of the
written word
By NICOLE HEWES
NEWS STAFF

ents somehow arrange for her to
have a date with him because
he 's new in town. At first, Mary
assumes he 's just going to be
another loser like ihe ones her
parents always set her up with;
but. when she walks down the
stairs and realizes that this guy
is actually good looking, she
immediately changes her whole
outlook on the date. In fact, they
never even make it further than
the car because Mary decides to
j u m p him right then and there
and basically drives Steve away
when he realizes that she's kind
of a nut. He says he has to leave
to go film, and says (simply to
be kind) that it was too bad she
had a job or else she could have
come with him.
Well, unfortunatel y for Steve,
Mary takes this seriously and
after creating an absurd crossword puzzle that 's all about
Steve (literally, every clue is
about Steve) she is tired from her
job. Taking this as a si gn that she

and Steve are meant to be together and begins a quest to track him
down. She follows him from
news story to news story, often
getting in the way of things and
making Steve 's life hell. His
friends are no hel p either, seeing
as how they egg on Mary 's
behavior and tell her that Steve
reall y likes her when he doesn 't.
Steve 's news team ultimately
find themselve? at an amusement
park where a group of deaf children have fallen into an abandoned mine shaft (really?). The
team films as they watch rescue
workers save the children one by
one. As always, Mary arrives at
the scene, and somehow manages to run directl y into the hole
after the rescue workers have finished saving all the children.
News teams begin running features on her, saying how she is so
weird and socially awkward and
strange. Steve eventually comes
to her aid , saying on camera how
she 's actuall y a reall y kind per-

son whose heart is in the right
place even if she can 't show it in
a normal way.
I won't give away the entire
ending, but there really isn't even
much to give away. I wanted to
like it, but in the end it became one
of those movies that was so bad I
wanted to find the good things in
it. Bullock's face had an orangey,
almost plastic look to it and I
couldn 't tell if that was supposed
to be part of the character or if
Bullock herself is trying to cling
on to her youth. Cooper had some
funny moments, but he could do so
much better after the success of
The Hangover. The biggest laughs
are delivered from Hartman
(Thomas Haden Church), the egotistic reporter, but even those are
mild at best. This movie is pretty
bad, even from a chick flick point
of view. A few years from now, if
you see it playing on TBS, it might
fun to watch, but I wouldn 't recommend spending any of your
money on this movie.

The annual Visiting Writers
Series kicked off on Tuesday,
September 29 with a poetry
reading by Emily Warn. A small
.but attentive crowd attended the
reading held in the Robinson
Room of Special
Collections. Current
English Department
Chair Peter Harris
introduced
Warn,
noting in particular
her experience as "a
web
mistress"alluding to her position as web editor of
poetry foundation.org.
The mission of
poetryfoundation.org
is "to raise poetry to a
more visible and
influential position in American
culture," something that Warn
does both as a poet and by working on the website.
Hailing from Seattle, Warn is
the author of three books of poetry: The Leaf Path (1982), The
Nervous Insomniac (1996), and
most recently, The Shadow
Architect (2008).
Want's reading was mostly
from her latest publication , which
was inspired by the letters of the
Hebrew alphabet. Each letter has
three creative powers, Warn
explained, and for each letter she
created a poem about each of the
three powers.
"The mythology of Judaism
shaped [her] imagination," she
said. She was also inspired by

grow cozier and closer, wrapping
around us like a heavy flannel coat.
Its beauty and its charm also comes
from its brevity, as it only lasts for
the moment before the season rums
to winter. Within this brief and
magical moment of the year lies
still another treasure that is equall y
bound to both the season 's splendor and shortness: the autumn ale.
A beer crafted by the inspiration
and power of the season, of complex color and depth , of great
weight and gravity, of deep contemplation and insight , and of
warmth and stillness. A beer that
comes only for a moment before
moment 's gone.
Every October brings a whole
host of autumn beers crafted to
perfection and this year, it was no

different. This year. Shipyard's
Pumpkinhead, Samuel Adams'
Octoberfest,
Tremont 's
Mr.
Oktoberfest, Geary's Autumn Ale,
and Jack's Pumpkin Spice Ale
were put to the test by returning
beer review veterans Samuel
Brakeley '10 and Peter Johansson
'10 who were also joined by the
characters of The Hangover (Stu,
Alan, Phil and Doug) which happened to be on during the review.
The first beer was the wellknown classic Pumpkinhead, a
must try for any beer or autumn
enthusiast. The Pumpkinhead, surprisingly enough, offers a strong,
sweet and pumpkiny flavor
("pumpkiny" is a technical term).
One visiting taster remarked, "It
tastes like li quid pumpkin pie, but

really good pumpkin pie. In fact, if
it's possible to improve upon
pumpkin pie, it would be to make
it into a beer, and this is what it
would taste like!" Alan also asked
us during the review, "You probably get this a lot, but...umm...is
this
made
from
real
Pumpkinhead?" We weren't sure
how to respond to Alan. The
Pumpkinhead, though a great beer,
is a bit too strong in any large
quantity; one or two will do the
trick. After that it 's just too much
pumpkin. People allergic to pumpkin or who don 't like pumpkin flavor should not drink this beer.
The next beer was Jack's
Pumpkin Spice Ale. Those who
are allergic to pumpkin or don 't
like pumpkin flavors are welcome

to try this beer because it tastes
nothing like pumpkin. Instead of
tasting the sweet cinnamonny flavor of pumpkin pie, I almost
gagged on the foul taste of weekold gravy. Not surprisingly Sam
loved it. Alan fed some to the tiger
who also seemed to enjoy it.
The third beer was Tremont's
Mr. Oktoberfest. Nobody remembers anything about this beer. The
beer is apparently going for a baseball theme, as the bottle's decorated by a man hitting a baseball.
Perhaps it tastes better when
watching baseball.
After Tremont 's came Geary 's
Autumn Ale, which was surprisingly smooth. This amber ale
went down really easily and had a
perfect balance of a light and

MEDIA DECIDER COM

In the new film starring Hollywood stars Sandra Bullock and Bradley Cooper, the characterization and p lot fallsf lat. Though
Bullock s lack of romantic prowess should be endearing, it is simply pitiful. The movie was released in theaters September 14, 2009.

By LINDSAY PUTNAM
NEWS STAFF

All About Steve starring Sandra
Bullock and Bradley Cooper, features a cast that 's usually so good
you really want to like it, but in the
end just doesn 't pull through. It has
several good laughs, but as a
whole, it is simply a let down and
waste of money.
Bullock plays Mary Horowitz, a
socially awkward grown woman
who still lives with her parents and
creates crossword puzzles for a living. In most movies, the audience
is supposed to identify with the
main character, but in this case all I
felt was extreme pity for Mary. She
can 't take social cues, she hasn 't
had a date in a long time and she
wears these hideous plastic kneehigh red boots. She has no friends
except for her parents, and even
they openly express pity for her.
So along comes
Steve
(Cooper), a cameraman for a
'
local news network . Mary s par-

the belief that "if you know how
to manipulate the letters, you
can raise the dead." She uses
this idea throughout her poetry,
taking letters and making them
alive once again. She breathes
life into her poetry.
In her poem "Mnemonic,"
which appears at the end of the
work, she asks 22 questions,
one for each of the Hebrew letters. The answers to each of her
questions can be found by reading the poems for every letter of
the alphabet.
Wam's reading also featured a
few new poems, including one
inspired by trees in her yard being
destroyed by
a
storm.
"The things
that trigger
to write are
often
outside of your
control," she
said. When
asked how
she became
a poet, Warn
Emily Warn r e p l i e d ,
Visiting Writer
"poetry gave
me a way to
be in the
world. Through her success, it is
evident that she has found someone to be, and through her website, she wants to share her life
and art with others.
The College's Visiting Writers
Series continues throughout the
year, and promises to fulfill its
purpose of bringing contemporary writers to campus. The next
event in the series will take place
on October 20 and will feature
the work of author Dani Shapiro.
Though the small crowd that
attended Wam's reading created
a warm and intimate atmosphere
in which poetry could be
enjoyed , it is important for students to realize what a great
opportunity the Visiting Writers
Series presents.

If you know
how to
manipulate the
letters, you can
raise the
dead."

Oktobeer: the best beers for fall
By PETER JOHANSSON
STAFF WRITER

Our journey this week begins
not in history or in poetry, but
instead we begin in nature, in the
season that has been a powerful
inspiration behind some of the
greatest beers crafted by man.
Autumn has officiall y begun, and
its transformative power is already
easily seen. The sights from the top
of Miller Tower or Blueberry hill
offer a look at the rolling hills and
valleys of the deep crimson reds
and pale cool yellows, with a myriad of orange sweeping across the
heavy dark green of Maine 's, As
the air cools and the leaves fall, the
comfort and warmth of our rooms,
as well as our friends, seem to

crisp weight with a rich and complex flavor. It was probably the
lightest, though again no one's
really sure about the Tremont.
Finally in the end came
Samuel
Adam 's
notorious
Octoberfest; a great classic
autumn brew that seems to
embody everything of the season. It blends dark and light colors across an amber spectrum,
with a deep and heavy, yet
smooth and refined finish, filled
with a labyrinth of both strong
and elusive flavors. It is a beer
you can pick up at your local
store or also in the Pub six nights
a week, where you will
inevitably run into either Sam or
me. Enjoy the season and the
brews while they last.

ALEX KATZ'S "PAS DE DEUX" ON DISPLAY IN THE SCHUPF WING OF THE COLBY ART MUSEUM

CAROLINE DICKSON/THE COLBY ECHC

A representative painting f r o m Alex Katz s colorful collection "Pas de Deux " is one of many paintings exp loring the stages of relationships. Also on display are metal cut-outs and silhouette pieces.

KELSEY JONES

In the spotlight
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Kelsey Jones '10 played the part of Marty, a Pink Lady, in the
recent Powder and Wig production of the musical "Grease. "
By QAINAT KHAN
ASSISTANT A&E EDITOR

When Kelsey Jones '10
came in to conduct the Colby
Orchestra as part of her conducting class last semester, I
did not expect what I saw from
the little woman. It was like
watching the female incarnation of Leonard Bernstein get
up on the podium and conduct
the orchestra throug h
Beethoven 's Prometheus
Overture: so commanding, so
intense, so visceral and (at the
risk of sounding like a lesbian)
so sexy. This , I thought , is
how you 're supposed to experience music.
But Kelsey 's long love affair
with music does not stop at the
podium , nor did it begin there.
Her first love was singing in
musical theater. Hailing from
North Haven , Maine, an island
in the Penobscot Bay, Kelsey
has been involved in music all
her life. "Music is the only
thing I've wanted to do with
my life," she said. "I try to
think about something else I
want to do, but there is nothing." Her initiation into musical
theater, began with her dad,
who constantly surrounded her
with Broadway musicals. She
also participated in the community theater on the island ,
which mounted musical theater
shows. Lest you think this was

Here's What's Playing Fri.
Oct. 9 through Thurs.Oct.
15
Capitalism : A Love Story
Nightly at 4:30.7:00, 9:30
Matinees Sat/Sun/Mon/Wed
at 1:45

Bright Star
Ni ghtl y at 4:50, 7:10. 9:30
Matinees Sat/Sun/Mon/Wed
at 12:00,2:20

My One and Only
Nightly at 6:50

Matinees Sat/Sun/Mon/Wed
at 2:30
Youssou N'dour: I Bring
What I Love
Nightl y at 4:40. 8:55
Matinees Sat/Sun/Mon/Wed
at 12:30

some provincial theater, she got
to work with a Tony awardwinning producer. Music pervaded all facets of her life. As
a child she would sing and
make up songs constantly.
"When I was in second grade, I
would sneak out of class and
go to the bathroom because it
had really great acoustics and
I'd sing." And no matter what
the stupid kids said, she kept
on singing.
Her love for musical theater
has not left her, and has made
itself known in the activities
she has undertaken at Colby.
As a proud exhibitionist,
Kelsey says, "I'm happiest
when I'm performing." As
such, you have seen her display
herself and her talents several
times in her tenure at Colby.
You may know Kelsey from
Powder |and Wig's most recent
production of Grease (she was
Marty) and her involvement
with BMR since she was a
sophomore. This year, her last
year at Colby, was her first
foray into the insanity (and
brilliance) that is Powder and
Wig. She loves the students she
gets to work with , her partners
in crime, and she loves that the
production is a student led venture. She is looking forward to
auditioning for Andy Bolduc's
original musical next spring.
BMR, she describes as "playtime" saying "There 's a lot of
laughing, sometimes too much .
but we somehow manage to get
a large amount done."
When she is not partaking
in musical theater with Powder
and Wig and BMR , Kelsey is a
Music major singing with the
Colby Chorale and Colby
Colleg ium and taking private
voice lessons in which she
studies the serious genres of
the classical repertory.
However, she wants to add
show tunes to the list of music
she learns within the academy,
hop ing to incorporate some
Broadway tunes among the
revered annals of American art
songs and German lieder in
her senior recital.
Finally, what does Kelsey
hope to do with her musical
life? To go to grad school of
course, and to keep on sing ing.
She hopes that Colby will not
be the last time she gets to
experience the joy of creating
and being involved in something she loves with peop le
who share that same fervor for
their craft. Ideally, she would
want to be involved community theater again , as it fostered
her love of music and it would
allow her to continue performing. "Musical theater makes
music a continuous part of
life. To me that is pretty much
as good as it gets. " I am sure
we have all wished our lives
were a musical , Kelsey just
never stopped being the second grader who made it so.

REVIEWS

Mika 's sop homore album is "Golden "
By Rachel Goff, Assitant Features Editor

"Teenage dreams in a teenage circus , running around like
a clown on purpose ," sings Lebanese-American singer
Mika in the opening lines of the lead track , "We Are
Golden ," on his new album, The Boy Who Knew Too Much.
The album was released on September 21 under Casablanca
Records and chronicles the angst , confusion and humor of
the artist 's adolescence in a myriad of pop songs that are
perfect for dance parties and sing-a-longs (if you can match
his three-octave range).
The CD is Mika 's second studio album and he has said
it , "in a sense , is kind of part two " of his first album .
Life in Cartoon Motion , which was released in February
2007 to considerable critical acclaim and commercial
success. The Boy Who Knew Too Much shows the artist
maturing l y r i c a l l y and experimenting further with
instrumental arrangements, while continuing to showcase the impressive falsetto vocals and energetic pop
style that have earned him comparisons to Freddie
Mercury and David Bowie- While it is questionable as to
whether this new album will boast as many hits as the
first , it is nevertheless a solid collection that is both
joyous and uni que.
"We Are Golden " can be-best described as a teenage
anthem , with a powerful chorus and lyrics that everyone can
relate to. The music video for the song encapsulates the
album as a whole , as it features Mika dancing shamelessly
around his bedroom in a pair of ti ghtie-whities and gold
sequin high-tops , making faces in the mirror and rolling
around on an animal print rug. The catch y, upbeat nature of

>

the song encourages listeners to do the same, and while the
dance moves may be flamboyant and exaggerated , the
dancing-around-your-bedroom-in-your-underwear experience is an all too familiar one for everyone who is and ever
was a teenager.
Other notable fast-paced songs include the album 's second sing le , "Blame it on the Girls, " which tells listeners to
"blame it on the girls who know what to do, blame it on
the boys who keep hitting on you ," in response to life 's
difficulties , and "Good Gone Girl ," which mourns a loss of
innocence in young girls and encourages them to "dance ,
dance, to the life you wanted , when you were only 17 , with
your good girl dream."
Darker tracks like "Pick Up Off the Floor" and "By the
Time," which features Imogen Heap on backing vocals, allow
Mika to showcase his more emotional , contemplative side. The
song "Toy Boy" tells the bittersweet story of a protagonist that
is "accidentall y tragic," and strives for acceptance, claiming he
is "just a boy like you," and is perhaps autobiograp hical of the
artist whose colorful stage persona has prompted many rumors
regarding his sexuality.
While The Boy Who Knew Too Much is essentially a
quirky, fun album for people who like fast-paced pop, even
the most seemingly vapid and silly songs contain an underlying sense of irony and cynicism that reflect the album 's
theme of adolescence , in which small trifles are blown out of
proportion and then looked back upon with the wisdom and
good humor of experience. "We are not what you think we
are," Mika sings, "we are golden , we are golden."

ModernFamily: A Wednesday night contender

4-» By Jennifer Cox, A&E Editor

I'm not sure who decided to put Law and Order SVU, Glee and funny" The aforementioned goofy father asserts he is a hip dad
Modern Family all on at 9 p.m. on a Wednesday, but they have who knows the dances to High School Musical and is aware that
made my life extremely complicated. I have been an SVU addict WTF stands for "Why the Face?" Upon bringing home the baby
for years now, and I can't seem to get through the week without from Vietnam, the brother overhears a woman say, "Look at that
knowing Stabler and Benson are solving twisted crimes on the baby with those creampuffs." After standing up and lecturing the
streets of New York City. I am also a musical enthusiast, so Glee is entire plane on the meaning of love and family and telling them
right up my alley. I love Broadway shows, saw Lea Michele twice they should be ashamed forjudging, his boyfriend whispers to him
as Wendla in "Spring Awakening," and I will begrudgingly admit I that the baby is in fact eating creampuffs. I'll stop, but really, I
could go on for pages. While
loved High School Musical
most of my favorite comedies
when it first came out on the
make me laugh in the moment,
Disney Channel. Still , as dedithe situations in this show are
cated as I am to these proso memorable.
grams, another has entered the
Though the characters
Wednesday night scene that
could easily be stereotypes or
not only can compete for my 9
parodies of family roles, they
p.m. hour, it might soon be
are not. They make you care
winning it.
about them and they feel real.
Modern Family is a new sitIt is a comedy first and forecom on ABC that follows the
most, but it also has a lot of
nouveau mockumentary forheart. It presents "modern
mat, much like The Office or
families," families that are
Parks and Recreation. It folperhaps a little different than
lows three families. One is the
those in many other shows but
traditional family: a neurotic
IDSNEWS COM
are still full of love (amidst
mother, a goofy father who
quirky
shenanigans ,
of
tries to be everyone's buddy In ABC s' newest sitcom, family is all about laughter and love.
course). Each episode seems
and three pre-teenage kids who
are frustrated by their parents' meddling ways. The next family fea- to ask two questions: What is the role of your family and what does
tures that neurotic mother 's father, who has remarried a gorgeous it mean to be a good parent? There are touching moments that
younger Latina woman and become the stepfather to her chubby, make us remember that even though our own families are there to
wide-eyed son. Finally, there is the neurotic mother 's brother, who, annoy us, make us laugh and complicate our lives, at the end of the
along with his husband, has just adopted an adorable baby girl from day, they're the most important thing.
I should mention that so far there have only been two episodes,
Vietnam. Though these three family models are all different, the
characters are entertaining, believable and familiar. No matter what so my love might be a little premature. But I have faith. It is movyour family may look like, you will be able to relate to their fears ing at times, funny always and generally entertaining. If you're like
and mistakes, their busy lifestyles and their struggle to balance me, though, and still have doubts whether you can pull yourself
away from Stabler 's charm or a football team performing the
everything and everyone around them.
First and foremost a comedy, Modern Family is funny. Really "Single Ladies" dance, you can always watch Modern Family after
funny. It's so hilarious I find myself trying to explain the jokes and the fact on ABC's website or on Hulu.com. I worry for the show's
situations to friends, and though that 's usually a way for me to turn future, being at such a competitive time slot, but maybe other peosomeone off to a show, they generally reply, "That does sound ple will see what I see and give it a chance.

-a Village Inn 's duck is worth the drive
o
o By Michael Brophy, Assitant News Editor

M-H

It is a little bit further of a commute than The Bread Box or
Apollo 's Bistro , but for those willing to take the extra 20 or 30
minute trip down route 27, the duck is worth the drive. Nestled in the
center of the tiny village of Belgrade Lakes, the Village Inn is perfect for anything from large events to a cozy table for two.
A romantic spot with hardwood floors, wine racks and large windows, the ambiance is immediately captivating.
The Village Inn is an inn in every sense of the word, with a spacious reception room and bar right at the entrance and more secluded private dining halls (and even a reading room with a fireplace)
upstairs. It is gorgeous but still comfortable, and the environment
makes you feel right at home while you're dining.
The comfortable and intimate atmosphere complements the food
perfectly. If you venture out to Belgrade Lakes, bring an appetite for
fowl. The menu offers a short list of steaks and pastas, but the vast
majority of the entrees center on duck.
Known congenially as "the duck place," the Village Inn boasts
having served more than 35,000 ducks in the last 30 years. Since
1991 (longer than some of these freshmen have been around), the
Village Inn claims to have served more roast ducks than any other

restaurant in America. Try to find duck in Waterville and you might
have a hard time, but at the Inn it is the highlight of the evening.
The reason the ducks are so delicious and so popular is the borderline-obsessive 28-hour-and-20-minute process they use to carefull y cook the birds. The process is meticulously laid out on the
Village Inn 's website, though it 's not recommended you try it at
home. For the first 14 hours, the ducks are slow roasted at 400
degrees. Next comes a full 24 hour day in a special refrigerator.
Finall y, after you order, the ducks spend 20 minutes in the oven
before they are ready to be served. It 's a lengthy process but a necessary one to perfect the art of the duck dinner.
If you aren 't willing to make the trip out to Belgrade Lakes, are
upset that the jitney won 't take you that far or you 're just craving a
slow roasted duck over summer break, have no fear! The Village Inn
duckling dinner (two ducks) can be shipped right to your door via
FedEx overnight for $85. If you are able to make the trek to the
beautiful Belgrade area, you can call the restaurant for reservations,
as dining hours are between 5 and 9 p.m. It 's a unique cuisine to be
sure, but after the time they put into it, it is sure to be nothing short
of delicious.

Football suff ers 45-0 loss to Middlebury MLB Predictions
PLAYING THE HELD

WILL HARRINTON
STAFF WRITER

Colby is only two games deep
into the New England Small College
Athletic
Conference
(NESCAC) football season and already the squad has experienced a

———
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heft y dose of adversity. After week
one's gut-wrenching home loss in
which the Mules gave up a late
fourth quarter lead to Williams
College, Colby traveled to Vermont last Saturday, October 3,
only to suffer a 45-0 drubbing by
the Middlebury College Panthers.
Colby (0-2) put up a fight late
into the third quarter, when Middlebury (1-!) onl y held a 14point lead. In the final 18
minutes of the game the flood-

gates opened. In just over a
quarter of play, the Panthers
logged 31 points, scoring on five
consecutive possessions against
the Colby defense. It was a stunning offensive onslaught for a
game that seemed to be following such a simple progression for
three quarters, and the Mules did
not have an answer for the Middlebury attack on Saturday. The
Panthers put up 526 yards of
total offense. Panthers quarterback Donald McK.il lop had a
stellar afternoon , throwing for
364 yards, completing 33 of 42
passes with three touchdowns
and an interception. Although the
Panthers' running game was held
in relative check, posting only
2.8 yards per cany, they still
managed to run for 100 yards.
Possibly more important to the
offensive success of Middlebury,
was its ability to capitalize on

every Colby mistake. Colby
threw four interceptions on the
day and the Panthers converted
all four into scores: three touchdowns and one field goal. An efficient offense was what came
together for Middlebury to put
45 points on the board.
Surprisingly, although the
Colby offense was held without a
scoring drive, the Mules were still
able to move the ball down the
field. Overall, Colby outrushed
the Panthers (145-100) and had
320 total yards of offense. Quarterback Nick Kmetz '12 threw for
195 yards and had 48 yards rushing for the Mules. Michael Cuqua
* 10 led all rushers with 49 yards on
eight rushes (6.1 yards per rush).
Spencer Merwin '12 caught four
balls for 61 yards. Matt Hellinger
' 11 added five catches for 47 yards
and Patrick Burns ' 10 rounded out
the receiving end , catching three

balls for 43 yards.
Colby also had solid individual
performances on defense. Chris
Copland '10 led all tacklers with
twelve on the day, while Thomas
Duffy '12 added 10 tackles and a
sack.
These few individual performances and the team-run defense
of Colby remain the silver linings in this 45-0 loss. Ultimately,
it was the playmaking ability of
Middlebury that stopped any
Colby momentum. Throughout
the game the Panthers ', defense
halted Colby on offense by causing turnovers, while on offense
the Panthers were always a
threat with a big passing play.
The Mules need to find a way to
finish off drives moving forward
in the season.
Colby 's next game is at Wesleyan College this weekend on
Saturday, October 10.

A lot of things make it obvious
that it is now October, things we
see every year, far beyond the simple turning of the page on a calendar. The weather is getting colder.
The sun is setting earlier. The
leaves are turning. The Pittsburgh
Pirates are done playing baseball
for the next six months...
Yes, the Major League Baseball playoffs have arrived, and
with no clearly dominant team, it
should make for a very interesting month for baseball fans,
waiting to see who will end the
season with a champagne celebration, waiting to see who will
be crowned the champions of
the World Series. And even
though my Oakland Athletics did
not make the playoffs, even
though I have to endure the
agony of Yankee and Red Sox
fans bickering about which team
is more evil (here is a hint...
both are evil), I will freely
admit, I am very excited to see
how the playoffs pan out.
In the American League, the
first round of the
playoffs will pit
the
American
League
East
Champion New
York
Yankees
against the champion of the American
League
Central
Champion , which due to a tie atop the
standings, will be decided in a
one-game playoff between the
Minnesota Twins and the Detroit
Tigers. I would like the Tigers to
win this game; they have underperformed all year but seem to me
to be a much more talented team
than the Twins. However, in the
end, I do not think this will matter.
I am a bit skeptical of the Yankee
pitching staff, but Sabathia and
Burnett are certainly good enough
in a five game series, and the Yankee offense is absurdly powerful.
Playing with the home field advantage, look for the Yankees to
win this one in four games.
In the other American League
series, we will see the American
League West Champion, the Anaheim Angels, play the wild card
champion Boston Red Sox. I
think this is an even matchup in
terms of talent, and both teams
ended the season with similar
records. Anaheim is coming in

with more momentum, having
played better down the stretch,
and has the home field advantage.
History says the pick here should
be Boston, who has knockedAnaheim out of the playoffs the last
two years, but I am going against
history. Look for Anaheim to take
this one in a closely contested,
five game series.
In the National League, we
have almost total parity in the
four teams, all of whom finished
within a few games of each other
in the standings. In one series,
the National League West Champion, the Los Angeles Dodgers,
will take on the National League
Central Champion, the St. Louis
Cardinals. The Dodgers finished
the season with the best record in
the National League, and have
home field advantage, but after a
torrid start to the season, have
scuffled in the second half. The
Cardinals have a solid offense
and a very good p itching staff,
and I really do not like betting
against Albert Pujol , so I won't.
The Cardinals will win in a three
game sweep.
The second National League
series will see the National
League East Champion (and
reigning World Series Champion),
the Philadelphia Phillies, against
the wild card champion, the Colorado Rockies.
After getting off
to a horrible start,
the Rockies have
played out of
their minds for
the past four
months to get
into the playoffs ,
and are a great
story, but the
story will end
here. The Phillies, who will take
the series in four games, will
overpower the Rockies.
That leaves us with four teTurTs
remaining, the Yankees playing
the Angels and the Cardinals
playing the Phillies for the right to
play in the World Series. The Yankee offense will keep mashing the
ball, and the Cardinals pitching
will shut down the Phillies, setting up a World Series between
the Yankees and Cardinals. The
two teams each have won the
most World Series in. history. The
Yankee offense may be incredibly
good, but it will meet its match in
the Cardinals dominating pitching
staff with Chris Carpenter, Adam
Wainwright, and Joel Pineiro. The
Cardinals will pull off the upset
on the road, taking the World Series in the Yankee stadium in front
of a stunned crowd in game six.
The St. Louis Cardinals will be
the 2009 World Series Champions.

The St. Louis
Cardinals will
be the 2009
World Series
Champions
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Colby s' I-1 tie against Middlebury College on Saturday, October 3, will hopefully be a turning pontfor the Mules. They will look f o r their
first win of the season against University of Maine, Farmington on Wednesday. October 7, and Tufts University Saturday, October 10,

Men 's soccer looks f or f irst win
From SOCCER, Page 14
As Duy Lyford '10 maneuvered
through the defense, Donny MacMaster * 13 knocked the ball across
the penalty box. One-touching the
ball off the crossbar and into the
goal , Lyford pushed the Mules into
the lead with about 20 minutes to
play in the second half. Unfortunatel y, the unrelenting Panthers
managed to capitalize on offense
in the 80 minute. Scoring off of a
header from one of their seven corner kicks, Middlebury player Rob

Cole tied up the points off of the
cross by Jake Edwards.
With neither team wanting to
settle for a tie, Colby coach Mark
Serdjenian commented that "both
teams came out and continued to
attack" during the overtime periods. Each side played strongly,
and both defenses took control of
the game as only one shot was
placed on goal during the extra
time. Additionally, the Mules '
hi g h level of fitness hugely impacted the overtime periods as it
allowed the men to fully commit
during the last 20 minutes. "In the
world of ties, that was a great

one," said Serdjenian after the
game. Reviewed in that light, although not a win, the game allowed the Mules to finally hit
their stride and find confidence.
Summing up the game, senior
captain Doug Sibor praised the
Mules, "We had a great performance from everyone who took the
field," he said. Hoping to continue their strong play by building off of the momentum gained
against Middlebury, the Mules
travel to the University of Maine,
Farmington on Wednesday, October 7 followed by a game at
Tufts University on Saturday, Oc-

tober 10. The matches against
Farmington, with a record of 3-3,
and Tufts, with a record of 0-3-1
in the NESCACs, are regarded as
tough but winnable games for the
Mules.
As the Colby men continue to
fight for their first win in the
NESCAC league, the players realize their struggle to find offensive efficiency is crucial in their
pursuit of success during the remaining games of the season.
Jud ging from their efforts against
the Panthers, it seems the Colby
men are well on their way to that
elusive victory.

The week ahead: a superian s itinerary XC to run in Boston
From XC , Page 14

Colby (4-11) @ Bowdoin College (11-5). Friday. October 9, 6p.m.
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Colbv(0-2) % Wesleyan University ( I - I ) . Saturday, Oct. 10. 1p.m.

FILE PHOTC

Colby (4-3) % Tufts University (8-0) Saturday,October 10, 7p.m.
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Open New Eng land Championships. Saturday, Oct. 10, 1:30 p.m.

and it 's indicative of their commitment to the improvement of
the program, beyond just their individual running," Coach Beers
said. If anyone should be able to
see trends in the team, it is Beers,
who himself ran for the team
while attending Colby as a member of the graduating class of
2001.
The women's team put up a
performance every bit as impressive as the men 's team, in a race
in which both Colby and Bowdoin ran without some of their
top runners. Colby had the top
three finishers , and seven of the
top eleven finishers, with Berol
Dewdney * 13 taking the top spot,
finishing the five-kilometer race
in 21:07. Layne Schwab '13 finished second, in 21:09, and Claire
Dunn '13 came in third, in 21:30.
Aneth Laban '10 came in seventh, in 21:56, with Jessica Mullaney '11 , Laura Duff '13 and
Robyn St. Laurent ' 12 taking the
ninth , tenth and eleventh spots in
22:03, 22:05 and 22:12 respectivel y. The team score of 20
seated the victory for the Mules

by a comfortable margin, with
Bowdoin coming in second with
a score of 45. Farmington finished third with 77 points, and
Thomas and Unity both turned in
incomplete scores.
This was a very important
race for both teams, as the championship season is coming up
very rapidly, and the stakes of
each race are only going to get
higher. Up next is the Open New
England Cross Country Championships, which will be held on
Saturday, October 10, at Franklin
Park in Boston.
The race in Boston will be
followed by the State of Maine
Championships, which well be
held on Saturday, October 17,
with Colby as the host. "Probably the best thing [about this
past weekend's race] was getting a chance to race the
course we'll be running at the
State of Maine meet," Beers
said. "That 's the kind of meet
where it doesn 't matter if you
are first or fiftieth , you just
have to pick off as many
Bates or Bowdoin runners as
you can, so getting familiar
with how the course runs is a
valuable experience."

Women's soccer has roller coaster week
DOUG SIBOR
STAFF WRITER

With the leaves beginning to
turn and temperate late-summer
temperatures abating, the Colby
women's soccer team looked to
keep up its recent hot-streak and
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bag from 20-yards out less than two
minutes into the game for her first
career goal. Nikki Pickering ' 12 got
on the scoresheet about 15 minutes
later, finishing a
cross from Leah
Turino '11 for her
first goal of the
season. Turino
again
played
maestro on the
Mules * next goal,
this time sending
in a cross expertly
finished off by
Marissa Simmons
1
12 It was the first
career goal for
Simmons, and she
was joined shortly
after in the first
time scoring parade by Kate Laxson ' 13, who slotted home a comer in the box just
two minutes from halftime.
With a four goal lead, the result
was academic from there. Emily
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stave off the nippy chill of a
Maine October. The team came
out firing last Wednesday in a 5-0
thrashing of Maine Maritime before falling to Middlebury in a
difficult away contest.
Wednesday marked the second
consecutive week the women were
able to take out their frustrations of
a Saturday defeat on a non-conference opponent. The Mules overwhelmed the Lady Mariners right
from the start , with Katherine McCarrick ' 13 bulging the old onion

Moos ' 12 finished the scoring for
Colby in the 79th minute, and the
Mules coasted to an easy 5-0 victory. The win was the team's second victory of
the
season,
with both victories coming
via shutout.
Loni Pisani
*11 was relatively inactive
for the Mules,
being
only
forced
to
make
one
save to earn
her eighth career shutout.
The journey to Vermont offered
another challenge for the Mules. In
addition to the intense action of
New England Small College Athletic Conference (NESCAC)
matches, the women were forced to

The Mules came
out firing last
Wednesday in a
5-0 thrashing of
Maine Maritime
before falling to
Middlbury in a
difficult away
contest.

contend with a #5 in New England
and #20 nationallyranked Middlebury team who had boosted fan
support, as the game coincided
with its homecoming weekend.
Though Colby hung tough, two
first-half goals in a six minute period by the Panthers proved to be
too much for the team to overcome,
as it ultimately fell by a 3-0 margin.
Pisani was her typical self in goal,
making 14 saves to help keep the
team in the game. The Mules
pressed the Middlebury goalkeeper
into making three saves herself,
showing the improved defensive
pressure they have been seeking.
The Mules next travel to Bowdoin College on Wednesday, October 7, for a big mid-week
NESCAC clash. In addition to
the intensity of this rivalry game,
the Polar Bears sit at 2-2 in the
conference and are a ripe target
for the Mules to take down as
they begin to eye potential playoff matchups.

DEVASTATOR OF THE WEEK
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Mike Bienkowski '10
SPORT:
Cross country
"1 C+ nlilPO
J-^ 1 H"«*"«
HOMETOWN:
Finish at Colby Invitational
Lexington, MA
WHY: Senior Bienkowski's time of 28:14.74
paced the field at the Colby Invitational last Saturday, October 3. The eight kilometer course was
kind to the home squad, as seven of eight top
finishes went to Colby runners. Bienkowski will
look to lead the Mules again this weekend at the
Open New England Championships.

Crunching the numbers

FILE PHOTO

KateLaxon '13 (#13) f i ghtsf o r a header in the offensive zone against Maine Maritime. Women s' soccer kept the offensive pressure on f o r
90 minutes in last weeks 5-0 victory. Colby goes to Bowdoin College on Wednesday, October 7, f o r an important NESCA C game.

Golf sixth in qualif iers
From GOLF, Page 14
score of 153, also shooting consistently with a 76 the first day,
and a 77 the second day. Tom
Lampert '12 (161), Hans Noering
'10 (164),and Sam Rouleau '10
(176) rounded up the Colby
squad. "We had a couple of players really step up to the plate and
shoot scores that we have been
looking for all season," Rouleau
said. Phil Preiss of Hamilton, finishing in second, was the individual winner of the tournament,
consistently scoring a 71 each of
the days, for a two-day score of
142. On the course throughout the
day were other teams commenting
on the respectability of the improved Colby team, and its ability
to stay in the hunt over the twoday tournament. The event this
weekend was a qualifier for the
NESCAC Golf Championships,
and the top four teams from this
weekend, Williams, Hamilton ,
Trinity and Middlebury, each
earned a position in the spring
tournament.
The weekend was rainy, and the
course was difficult because of it.
Saturday started with an hour and
a half delay, before the course was
ready for play. However, the
workers did a good job of making
the course playable in tough con-

ditions. "It was good the rain didn 't start in the middle of play, because this way everyone played
under the same conditions," Tortorella said. Even with the challenging conditions, and the long
hold before the game, the Colby
squad stayed calm and stepped up
when it was needed. "Nerves
don't really come before the game,
when we are waiting to play, like
they might in other sports," Tortorella said, "but they come to play
over certain, important, shots."
The team will compete in the
Colby/Bates/Bowdoin tournament
on Sunday, October 18, at the
Waterville Country Club. For
the seniors on the team, Noering
and Rouleau, it will be their last
time playing as Mules. However,
these men, and inspiring leaders
on the team, will certainly look
back on this season as a great
success. "1 don't think there are
any word that could [describe
the season] better than the results
at the NESCAC [Qualifier]. We
have come a long way and were
a new team this year," Noering
said. "We will miss Noering
and Rouleau, who have both
worked hard to put it all together this year," Tortorella said.
"I am excited to see what Huber,
Smith, Lampert and the rest of
the team can do in the next couple of years."
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On sports movies

In this era of Hollywood where
absolutely nothing is sacred, it
shouldn 'tshock anyonethat LeBron
James is preparing to play (you
guessed it) himself in an upcoming
movie about a group of friends who
go to a fantasy basketball camp.
Whatistruly amazingaboutthisdevelopment isnot that James is taking
on this newest indulgence ofhis egomania; after all, this is the same man
who wore a shirt that read simply,
"CheckMyStats."
No, the problem runs much
deeper than one person 's inflated
sense of self. Instead, we must step
back and ask: is this mockery what
sports movies have come to? Can
we really not do any better? What
happened to the days where in a
one-year span we had not only
Rocky I K but Hoosiers to boot?
The modem sports movie has lost
touch with the formula that made
them successful in the first place ,
and in addition what makes them
rewatchable even today. These factors are often small , seemingly
minute details, but when added
make up all the difference between
a good sports movie and a
mediocre one.
My biggest complaint about the
modern sports movie, other than
its incessant desire to send some
kind of over-arching message, is
that somewhere in the movie they
have to mention the title within the
dialogue. I cannot understand why
my experience with Remember the
Titans was better because before
one game the progressive, singleparent assistant coach told the
team to "make sure they remember, forever, the night they played
the Titans!" It 's almost as if the

studio held a gun to the writers'
heads and said that they had to include it if they wanted their movie
to get made. Or maybe they fi gured just in case the movie sucked
(which it didn't), at least the people would remember the title.
Another thing a lot of sports
movies lack is a subtlety within
the obligatory romantic plot arc.
Anyone can pull off a basic guygets-girl sequence, but what
movies these days miss is the
brutal, unintentional awkwardness that makes these parts of
the plot wildly entertaining. I
defy you to watch Gene Hackman in Hoosiers or an amazingly
sloppy Ralph Macchio in Karate
Kid make out with their respective love interests without cringing and laughing simultaneously.
This all goes without mentioning
the riveting scene in Rocky
where Sylvester Stallone basically commits sexual assault on
his future wife in his dingy
apartment; arguably the transcendent awkward love scene in
sports movie history. My final favorite detail now ruined in modern
films is a bit broad: realism. 1 am referring to realism not only in the
sense of the actual games (guys
wearing equipment unfitting for
their era drives me insane), but also
in how people talk. It is for this reason that I absolutely love Major
League and Slapshot. These fine
films capture the essence of baseball and hockey; namely, the filth y
language used by players, coaches
and fans that immerse you in the
sport 's environment. Somehow, I
don 't think before football games,
players are in the locker rooms
yelling "Let 's kick their butts!"
Of course, not all modern
movies are bad. However, it is
pretty telling that some of the better
sports movies ever Caddyshack ,
Major League. Happy Gilmore are
also ones that lacked any kind of
message. The formula for success
is this: keep it simple, and stupid.

2 sports: Harry Smith '12 has earned all-league selections
in. Smith's recent golf honor is now a compliment to his selection in squash last year.
6.1 yards per carry: for senior running back Mike Cuqua in
Saturday's game at Middlebury. Cuqua was one of the lone
bright spots for the Mules in their 45-0 loss.
7 runners : finished in the top eight spots for the Colby
Men's cross country team at a extremely successful Colby invitational.
1
4 saves: for Loni Pisani 1
' 1 in last weekend's game
against Middlebury. The performance gave Pisani 57 saves
for the season. She now ranks second among NESCAC
goalies in saves.

WomerVs soccer
goes 1-1for the

Toughweekend
tor Colbyfootball
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Best rank in years

Mules tie f or
sixth at NESCAC
qualif ier event
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Mulesfinish with seven of the top eight male runners on Saturday.

NICK ICOCE/THE COlflY ECHO

Colby women had the top threefinishers, earning them firstp lace.

Cross country teams win at homemeet
By TODD HERRMANN
STAFF WRITER

It was an exciting and interesting weekend for the runners of
the men 's and women's cross
country teams, as they ran in the
Colby invitational Saturday, October 3. They were able to enjoy
the rare opportunity to race at
Colby, something that generally
only happens once or twice a
year. And the Mules delivered
with both teams turning in outstanding individual and team per-

formances, leaving the home
crowd thrilled.
The men's race saw Bowdoin
College racing without its top
runners. Colby wanted to take advantage of this, and did so in a
big way, with Colby runners finishing in seven of the top eight
positions. Mike Bienkowski '10
won the race overall, finishing
the eight-kilometer course in
28:14. Jeremy Judge MO finished
in second place, in 28:23. Bowdoin 's Sam Epstein finished in
third and Colby took the next

five spots: Andy Maguire *11
(28:50), Matthieu Nadeau '12
(29:28), Brian Desmond '13
'12
Justin
Rouse
(29:28),
(29:39),and Tom Letoumeau '13
(29:52). "It always feels good to
see a whole pack of Mules leading a race," Head Coach Jared
Beers said.
The combined team score of
18 left Colby the champions of
the meet by a landslide victory.
Bowdoin finished in second, with
a team score of 55, followed by
the University of Maine-Farm-

Men's soccerties in OT
By SARAH TRANKLE
STAFF WRITER

Battling into double overtime,
the Colby men's soccer team
earned a 1-1 tie against the Middlebury College Panthers on Saturday, October 3. Played during
the Panthers' family homecoming
weekend, the energy surrounding
the match renewed the spirits of
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the Mules and lifted their confidence after a week of tough losses.
The tie, placing Colby's record in
the New England Small College
Athletic Conference (NESCAC) at
0-4-1, marks a significant turning
point in the season for the Mules;
with the toughest stretch of their
schedule behind them and a sub-

stantial tie under their belts, the
men move toward their upcoming
games with newfound conviction.
Bunkering down in the first
half, both the Mules and the Panthers played strong defense to hold
the score at 0-0 for the first 45
minutes. Although Middlebury
had several chances on offense before the intermission, superb coverage by the Mules prevented the
Panthers from capitalizing on their
opportunities. Around the 35minute mark, Middlebury player
Jake Edwards broke free on the
left wing, blasting a powerful shot
across the penalty box and on goal.
Not hesitating for a moment, senior goalkeeper Dan Marden
stepped up to make the save, deflecting the ball out of the goal.
Playing a crucial role for the
Mules the entire game, Marden

worked brilliantly between the
posts, making seven saves in total.
Aiding Marden were defenders
Mike Baldwin '10, Nick Nowak
'13, Ben Desmond ' I I and James
Westhafer '10, who formed the
rock-solid base the Mules needed
to keep themselves in the game.
Continually rebuffing the efforts of
the Panthers, teammates and
coaches alike praised the work of
the Mule defense throughout the
match.
Starting out strong in the second
half, the Panthers consistently
bombarded the Mules with shots,
leading to many frantic moments
on defense. Although Middlebury
finished the match with more shots
than the Mules, Colby struck gold
first with a goal in the 67 minute.
See SOCCER, Page 12

ington, with 69, and Thomas College and Unity College both finishing with incomplete scores.
"Performance-wise, some guys
had great days, while others had
bad days, but by and large they
are all working as a team, a
newer trait in Colby runners, and
one I am very excited about.
When I took the team over, they
would all just go out and race
without much cooperation, now
they are always working together

of 628, only three strokes behind
fifth place. Williams won the
event with a total score of 595,
shooting 297 the first day and 298
the second day. Hamilton College
was close behind Williams, in secBy LAURA LITTMAN
ond place, with a two-day score of
SPORTS EDITOR
597 (291, 306). Trinity College
The Colby golf team has come (603), Middlebury College (608)
in last place in the New England and Tufts University (625) finSmall
College
ished in third,
Athletic Conferfourth and fifth
ence (NESCAC)
place,
respecGolf Qualifier for
tively. Colby shot
many years, but
a 317 the first
this year was very
day, and a 311 the
different. After a
second day, and
fourth place finish
Amherst shot a
out of six teams at
318 the first day,
the end of Sepand a 310 the sectember, Colby had
ond day; both
the momentum it
teams wanted that
needed to be comsixth position bad
petitive at this
and stepped up on
weekend's imporJim Tortorella the second day.
tant event. PlayHarry Smith
Head Coach
'12 finished first
ing two rounds,
one Saturday, Ocfor the Colby
tober 3, and one Sunday, October team with a two-day score of 150,
4, at Williams College, Colby tied consistently scoring a 74 on the
with Amherst College for sixth first day, and a 76 on the second
place out of ten NESCAC teams. day. Smith finished in a tie for 10
"In the NESCAC, we have fin- place overall. Smith is also the
ished in the ninth or tenth spot on number one position player on the
a regular basis," Coach Jim Tor- Colby squash team, and although
torella said. "To move into sixth he is a sophomore, this is his first
place and beat Bowdoin and Bates year playing on the golf team.
showed that we are competitive, Tripp Huber '13 finished second
and to shoot the number that we for the Mules with a two-day
did was encouraging."
The Mules had a two-day total

To move into
sixth place
and beat
Bowdoin and
Bates showed
that we are
competitive.

See GOLF, Page 13

See XC, Page 12

COC CLIMBS MT. KATAHDIN

PHOTO COURTESY OF NICK CUNKELMAM

Despite the incliment weather in northern Maine, the Outing Club ran its annual trip to Mount
Katahdin last weekend, October 3-4. Over 80 students in eight different hiking groups made the trek
up Maine 's tallest peak. Pictured, the group 'Cutting the Church, ' which took the Cathedral trail up
Nick Cunkelman
and Saddle trail down, celebrates on Baxter Peak—5,267 feet above sea level.
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Field hockey splits week

MULES ON WHEELS

By SARAH KIRKF.R
STAFF WRITER

——

The Colby field hockey team
had a busy week, playing one New
England Small College Athletic
Conference (NESCAC) game
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The Colby cycling club competes in the Eastern Collegiate Cycling Conference mountain, road, and
cyclocross events. Last weekend, Lauren Tracy '11 was the f irst Colby cycling member to qualify to
compete at the Collegiate National Track Cycling Championships in Trexlertown, Pa. The club also
offers daily ridesfor cycling enthusiasts, where they explore the greater Waterville area on two wheels.

3

against Middlebury and one nonconference game against New
England College. Although the
weather was anything but accommodating, both games were played
as scheduled, leaving the teams to
slip and slide on the wet turf.
Against New England College,
the normally offensive-minded
Colby team relied instead on superb play from defensive captain
Meghan Saccone *10. Not only
did Saccone lead her defense to a
shutout, but she also played the
other end of the field recording

both a goal and an assist.
Colby got off to a great start
with Ashley Wagner finding the
back of the net just 30 seconds
into the game off a pass from Saccone. Saccone continued to show
off her offensive skills, scoring
the second goal of the game herself on a penalty comer 17:45 into
the game. The remainder of the
game was decided on the defensive end of the Colby field as the
Mules managed to stave off all
New England College attacks.
Liz Fontaine * 11 had four stops
in goal while Colby forced the opposing goalie to make seven saves.
Although Colby only ended the
game with a 2-0 goal advantage,
after two halves it was clear which
team had control of the game as
Colby lead in shots on goal 20-8.
Sadly, the Mules were not as
successful against the 15 ranked
Middlebury College. Although
the stats showed that Colby kept
up quite well with the Panthers,

the 7-0 score showed that Middlebury deserves its national ranking.
In the first 11:38 of play, Middlebury scored three times, immediately taking control of the
game. Although for the rest of
the game Colby was able to
make up a great deal of ground,
getting off 15 shots versus Middlebury 's 17 and nine penalty
comers to Middlebury 's 10, the
slow start cost the Mules, who
were never able to regain the
ground they lost.
With the loss to Middlebury,
Colby falls to 1-3 in NESCAC
play and 4-3 overall. Although
the Mules have had several very
close games, including no fewer
than three 4-3 losses, they have
had trouble finding that crucial
goal against NESCAC opponents. The Mules look forward
to their NESCAC game against
Bowdoin on Wednesday, October
7. They will also play against
Tufts on Saturday, October 10.

